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Abstract 
REGRESSION-BASED ALLOWANCE POLICY DETERMINATION 
PROCEDURES IN A GENERAL JOB SHOP : AN EVALUAT ION 
IN TERMS OF COMPLETION INACCURACY PENALTIES 
Edward S .  Gee 
S chool of Business - Virginia Commonwealth University, 1 9 8 8  
Ma jor Director : Dr . Charles H .  Smith 
This dissertat ion addresses the problem of sett ing due dates to 
minimi ze completion inaccuracy penalties in a general job shop 
environment . In this s imulation study, lateness penalties a re generated 
by four defined functions : lateness variance, mean squared lateness , 
mean absolute latene s s ,  and semi-quadratic lateness . Each of these 
funct ions a s s igns posit ive penalties to both ea rly and late job 
complet ions . 
The study proposes and demonst rates the benefits of an iterati ve 
s imulat ion-regres sion procedure in determining a llowance policies . 
Advantages of operation-based dispatching rules over job-based 
dispatching rules ,  as well as improvement s to t raditional methods of 
setting operation due dates,  a re demonst rated . Characteristics and 
benefits of incorporat ing shop congestion variables in due date sett ing 
p rocedures under different combinations of expected shop ut ilizat ion and 
processing time assumpt ions a re evaluated . 
x 
Chapter 1 
Introduct ion 
This dissertation presents a s imulat ion study on the problem of 
scheduling j obs through a mult i-facility shop . The study extends both 
the scope of scheduling research and its applicability to real-world 
shops by address ing three important subclasses of  problems to which 
exist ing literature devotes little attent ion : 
1 .  the set of problems in which both negative lateness 
(the completion of a job prior to its due date )  and 
posit ive lateness ( the completion of a job a fter its 
due date )  incur a positive penalty, 
2 .  the set of  problems in which the shop utilizes 
relevant j ob-related information ( such as number of 
tasks per job)  and shop-related information ( such as 
number of  jobs in shop) to assign , free from external 
constraint s ( i . e . ,  constra int s imposed by the cl ient 
or the marketplace ) ,  an expected completion date to 
each job upon its arrival at the shop , and 
3 .  the set of problems in which j ob-based dispatching 
rules ( such as "earliest j ob due date " )  are compared 
with operation-based dispatching rules ( such as 
"ea rliest pending operation due date " )  under a 
variety of allowance policies ( i . e . ,  methods of 
estimating job and operat ion completion dates)  and 
shop condit ions . 
This study demonst rates new procedures which signif icantly 
improve existing methodology in the areas of al lowance policy 
determination and implementation of operation-based dispatching rules . 
Further,  the benefits and characteristics of ut ilizing shop congestion 
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variables ( i . e . ,  variables reflecting how crowded the shop is at the 
t ime of a given j ob' s arriva l )  in allowance determination are evaluated 
statistically . 
Much research has been devoted over the past thirty years to the 
j ob shop scheduling problem . The vast ma jority of this research has 
conce rned the evaluation of different heuristic dispatching rules by 
whi c h  to select a j ob from an exist ing queue at each machine . 
Most of these studies assume (either explicitly or implicitly) 
that due dates a re either externally invoked or internally set , based 
solely on j ob characteristics , subject to specific marketplace or 
customer const raints . An example of such an external constraint is 
"me a n  job allowance must be seven t imes mean job processing t ime" . Few 
studies have addressed the ut ili zat ion of shop congestion information in 
sett ing estimated job completion dates . 
This dissertation proceeds by stating the research problem 
( including brief def initions of problem concept s ) , and then discuss ing 
the significance of the research . The next sect ion examines the general 
shop scheduling problem, and defines further concepts and terminology 
pertinent to the study . Chapter 1 conc ludes with a discuss ion of the 
scope and limitations of the research , and a statement of the hypotheses 
tested . 
Chapter 2 reviews related research, and Chapter 3 discusses the 
research method in terms of its design and analysis procedures . 
Chapters 4 and 5 present and discuss the results of the research . 
Chapter 6 discusses managerial implicat ions and directions for future 
research . A list of references is given, and the Appendices that fol l ow 
2 
provide su pport ing documentation as well as an alphabetized glossary of 
variables and acronyms . 
Th e Resea rch P roblem 
The problem unde r study is "To what extent does the 
uncons t ra ined regression-based choice of allowance policy, interacting 
with various dispatching rules and shop characteristics,  affect 
penalties assoc iated with inaccurate job completion t imes in a general 
job sho p with dynamic and probabi listic job arrivals ?" 
Scheduling decisions in most indust rial j ob shops are 
decent ralized (Kanet , 1 97 9 ) . Each work stat ion chooses the next job to 
be processed f rom the queue that exists at that stat ion based on a 
"di spatching rule . "  
Dispatching rules may be categorized as e ither " operation-based" 
o r  " j ob-based" . An operation-based dispatching rule ut ilizes 
information about the pending o perat ions of  available jobs to priorit ize 
those jobs , whereas a job-based dis patching rule ut ilizes information 
about the overall j obs themselves . An example of an operation-based 
dis patching rule is "select f rom the queue the job that has the earliest 
due date for its pending operat ion" . An example of a j ob-based 
dis patching rule is "select f rom the queue the j ob that has the earliest 
j ob due date". 
The allowance of  j ob i is defined as the due date of the job 
minus the arrival date of the job ,  and represents the t ime job i can 
s pend in the sho p before becoming late . The shop' s "a llowance policy, " 
therefore, det e rmines a job' s due date based on information available at 
the t ime the j ob a rrives at the shop . 
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An al lowance policy may be categorized as either " local" or 
"global . "  A local a llowance policy uses only job-related informat ion 
( such as number of tasks and total required processing t ime ) to 
calculate a due date . A global allowance pol icy uses both j ob-related 
and shop-related informat ion ( such as number of jobs in the shop as of 
the j ob ' s arriva l )  to  calculate a due date . 
The phrase " regress ion-based choice of allowance policy" refers 
to a procedure in which s pecific coefficients in an allowance equation 
a re determined from a regress ion analys is of the out put from a previous 
s imulation . For example, one may wish to set the allowance of each j ob, 
as it arrives , as a constant plus a fixed multiple of the job' s total 
expected process ing t ime . In this case, one could f ix an init ial 
constant and an init ial mult i ple arbit rarily ( for example , 0 . 0  and 6 .0, 
res pectively) and run a s imulat ion . One could then pe rform a simple 
l inear regress ion on the out put from that s imulation, us ing the time 
actually s pent in the shop by each s imulated job as the de pendent 
variable and the expected required process ing t ime of each job as the 
inde pendent variable . The resulting l inea r equat ion would be a 
regression-based a llowance policy . 
Let d .  denote the expected completion date of a job ( u pon 
l. 
arrival at the sho p) , and let Ci denote the actual rea l i zed j ob 
completion date . Job lateness is defined as 
L .  
l. 
C .  - d . .  
l. l. 
I f  actual complet ion occurs a fter the due date ( i . e . ,  the job is 
completed later than expected) , L
i 
will be posit ive ; if actual 
4 
(1 . 1) 
completion occurs before the due date ( i . e . ,  the job is completed 
earlier than expected) , Li will be negative . 
Penalties associated with early and late job completions are 
reflected by defined penalty functions . This research presents analys is 
on each of  four different penalty functions : quadratic for L .  about the 
l. 
mean latenes s ,  quadratic for L
i 
about zero, linear for Li about zero, 
and linear for negative Li while quadrat ic for positive Li . For 
s implicity, the linear portion of a penalty function is as sumed to have 
a slope of one , and therefore is equal to the absolute value of Li . 
To facilitate comparison with other research, pena lties are 
reported on an "average penalty per job" basis . Therefore, the four 
penalty measures in this study are lateness variance, mean squared 
latene s s ,  mean absolute lateness ,  and semi-quadratic latene s s ,  and are 
defined as follows : 
n ( L . -L) 2 
r l. VAR ( 1 . 2 )  
i=l n 
n L .  2 
r l. MSL ( 1 . 3)  
i=l n 
n IL . I 
r l. MAL ( 1 . 4)  
i=l n , and 
[ L 2 for posit ive Li] n IL� I for negative L .  
r l. 
l. 
S QL (1 . 5) 
i=l n 
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A shop is a set of facilities associated with a given set of 
j obs . A job consists of one or more operation s ,  each of which must be 
processed at a specific type of facility . The term " j ob shop" typicall y 
refers to a shop in which the order of a job' s operations is unknown 
prior to the job ' s arrival . 
In a "dynamic "  shop the jobs arrive individually over time, 
e ither "deterministically" ( future a rrival t imes are known with 
certainty ) , or  "probabilist ically" (a rrival t imes follow some stochastic 
process ) .  In a "static" shop, all jobs to be scheduled arrive at the 
same t ime . 
Signif icance of the Study 
Several key characteristics of this study concern aspects of 
scheduling largely unaddressed by existing research : 
1 .  The minimi zat ion of posit ive penalties incurred by 
both early j ob completions and late job complet ions . 
2 .  Allowance policies , free from external constraint s ,  
that are based o n  s imulation-regress ion techniques . 
The iterat ive procedure used in this study is unique 
in shop research, and provides s ignificant 
improvements in completion accuracy over past 
methods . 
3 .  The evaluation of  job-based dispatching rules vs . 
operation-based dispatching rules under several shop 
and procedural environments .  
4 .  The evaluation o f  benefits o f  incorporat ing global 
information into the due date setting procedure . 
5 .  The evaluation of the sensit ivity of  allowance 
procedures and dispatching rules to changes in shop 
characteristics . 
6 
The general areas of completion inaccuracy penalties and 
internal allowance policy merit further discussion .  
Complet ion Inaccuracy Penalties 
A st rong intuitive foundation exists for assuming that a shop 
incurs penalties for early completion as well as late complet ion . 
Unless finished j obs can be shipped prior to their respective due dates , 
early completions will increase a shop' s monetary and space investments 
in f inished good inventory . 
Given a shop in which resource constraints are significant , 
early complet ions generally occur at the expense of late completions , 
and therefore indicate a misa llocat ion of resources . A shop that quotes 
due dates that tend to exceed completion times in a systematic manner 
may be foregoing a potential compet itive edge . 
MRP systems , which depend on accurate delivery of subas semblies,  
are becoming increasingly popular in the real world. The advantages of 
increasing delivery accuracy a re detailed by Fry et . al . ( 1 9 8 7 ). 
Putnam, Everdell,  Dorman, Cronan, and Lindgren ( 1 9 7 1 )  reported 
that the preference of many firms is for scheduling techn i ques that 
minimize the variance of complet ion t imes a round end due dates . This is 
analogous to the minimizat ion of this study' s VAR and MSL penalty 
measures . Few studies in the reviewed literature , however,  specifica l l y  
addressed the minimi zat ion of VAR or MSL as object ives . For examples, 
see Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  and Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
Panwalker and Iskander ( 1 9 7 3 )  noted a marked discrepancy between 
the "preferred" object ive measures of research and those of indust r y . 
Actual f i rms placed a higher priority on meeting due dates than on 
7 
typical research obj e ctives such as minimizing mean f lowt ime . Similar 
opinions were noted by Kanet and Hayya ( 1 9 8 2 )  and Baker ( 1 9 8 4 ) . Hax and 
Candea ( 1 9 8 4 )  pointed to such "misdire cted" resea r ch e ffort as a primary 
reason for the relative l a ck of application of theoreti cal developments 
to a ctual industrial settings . Similar findings were noted by Melnyk 
et . a l .  ( 1 9 8 6 ) . 
Regress ion-Based Internal Allowan ce Pol i cies 
Only a few studies have addressed allowance policy as a decision 
variable . Those studies demonstrated that both the cho i ce of  
dispat ching rule and the cho i ce of allowance poli cy signif i cantly 
affect aggregate performan ce measures (Kanet , 1 9 7 9 ;  Conway, 1 9 65 a ) . The 
importance of due date assignment problems has been voi ced in previous 
resear ch (Weeks and Fryer,  1 9 7 7 ;  Smith and Se idman, 1 9 8 3 ) . Further,  few 
studies have assumed that the choice of allowance pol i cy was free from 
external const raints such as an imposed mean job al lowan ce (Baker and 
Bertrand, 1 9 8 1 ) . 
Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  and Conway ( 1 9 6 5a and 1 9 65b) examined f a ctorial 
designs of  various dispat ching rules and various allowance pol i cies . 
However ,  both used allowance pol i cies that were externally const rained 
in that the mean a llowances were set equal to a rbitrary levels . Forcing 
a llowance pol i cies to conform to s u ch an external const raint will affect 
mean lateness and MSL . Furthe r ,  both studies based their allowance 
poli cies sole ly on j ob-related informat ion . 
The statist i c  of lateness variance has been reported in an 
incidental manner in several studies . It is tempt ing to con clude that 
lateness variance under conditions of an external mean allowan ce 
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constraint may be compared dire ct ly to MSL under conditions of no 
constraint , since lateness variance is cal culated about any observed 
mean lateness . 
Data presented incidenta lly by Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 ) , however ,  permit a 
posteriori analysis that shows a significant relationship ( observed Chi­
Squared with 4 d . f .  = 1 3 6 )  between mean lateness and lateness variance 
over a l l  pairwise combinations of dispat ching rules and al lowance 
poli cies . In short , since mean lateness and lateness variance are 
signif i cantly related, the latter may not be used to infer 
"un constrained" results f rom studies that as sumed a mean allowance 
const raint . 
Few available studies attempted to fit allowan ce poli cies to the 
inherent tenden cies of various dispa t ching rules . Further ,  few 
published studies have evaluated allowan ce pol i cies whi ch incorporate 
global information in the setting of due dates ( fo r  example , the level 
of  shop congest ion at the time of job arrival ) .  Intuitively, one would 
expe ct that the allowan ce set for a job that arrives when the shop is 
crowded should be larger than the allowance set for an ident i ca l  job 
that arrives when the shop is empty .  This con clus ion has been supported 
in several previous studies ( for example , Bake r ,  1 9 8 4 ) . 
Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 )  did address the u �e of an al lowance 
pol i cy whi ch was generated by multiple regression t e chniques (termed RMR 
in their study ) . This was the only study found that attempted to 
incorporate numerous job-related and shop-related f a ctors,  
simultaneously, as independent variables in the allowance estimator . It 
is , therefore, the most similar in intent to this resear ch .  
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There a re ,  however ,  several potential characterist i cs of their 
study that may l imit the usefulness and validity of their con clus ions . 
They evaluated only three dispa t ching rules ( Shortest Process ing Time ,  
First Come First Served, and Minimum Job Slack ) . The first two rules do 
not incorporate assigned due dates in their prioritization, and all 
three have been shown to be inferior to other rules in minimiz ing 
obj e ct ive funct ions related to lateness variance ( Kanet , 1 9 7 9 and 
Conway, 1 9 65 a ) . 
The variable that Ragatz and Mabert used to refle ct total shop 
congestion was the total number of j obs in the shop at the t ime of a 
job' s a rriva l .  This i s  intuitively inferior t o  other potent ial 
indicators s u ch as total number of jobs (or  total required processing 
t ime s )  in the shop that require the same ma chines as does the j ob being 
examined .  
A potentially more telling limitation, however,  con cerns the 
procedures by whi ch Ragatz and Mabe rt est imated regress ion coefficients 
in the mode l .  They generated their allowance equation by analyz ing 
results f rom a s ingle pilot s imulation, and used that equation in 
subsequent evaluat ive s imulation runs . In other words , a di fferent 
a l lowance pro cedure was used in the pilot simulat ion than was used in 
the evaluative s imulat ions . 
This fails to a cknowledge the f a ct that different a llowance 
pro cedures will change the chara cterist i c  performan ce of any dispat ching 
rule that in corporates due dates in its prioriti zation ( su ch as 
select ing the job that has the minimum slack ,  termed MINSLK by Ragatz 
and Mabert ) . In effect ,  for MINSLK their parameter estimation stage and 
their performan ce evaluation stage may have been performed on two 
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different populat ions . This may a ccount for their results that showed 
that while the RMR procedure dominated a l l  other pro cedures with SPT and 
FCF S ,  it was marginally outperformed by two other simpler pro cedures 
when using the dispat ching rule MINSLK . 
This research addres ses that limitation by iterat ing the 
simulat ion-regression pro cedure , produ cing success ive a llowance policies 
that tend to converge to a more stable equat ion . This procedure (to be 
dis cussed later in further detail)  also begins by arbitrarily setting an 
initial a llowance equation, running a simulation, and determining a 
revised allowance equation based on regression analysis of the init ial 
simulation output . However,  this pro cedure then continues by running a 
se cond s imulation us ing the revised allowance equation, performing a 
regression analysis of the results,  and revising the allowan ce equation 
again . The process is continued through subsequent iterations until a 
predetermined stopping point is rea ched ( also to be dis cussed later in 
further detai l ) . Such an iterat ive t e chnique is analogous to the Markov 
decision process of policy iteration . Significant de creases in 
ina ccura cy measures result . 
Ragatz and Mabert did not investigate the robustness of their 
results to changes in shop chara cteristics . 
The General Shop S chedul ing Problem 
The shop s cheduling problem is to order the operations to be 
performed at e a ch shop f a cility sub j e ct to routing and shop constraint s ,  
s '�Q��hat some measurable function of the ordering is optimized 
( Sa lvado r ,  1 9 7 8) . Research generally classifies a shop' s structure as 
" �aral1el, "  " flow, " or " j ob . "  
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A "parallel shop" consists of several identi cal f a cilities , in 
whi ch e a ch j ob consists of  a single operation to be performed on any one 
o f  those f a cilities ( for example , che ckout stations in a supermarket) . 
A " f low-shop" is a set of different f a cilitie s ,  in whi ch e a ch job 
consists of  ident i cal operations in ident i cal order ( for example, an 
automobile as sembly line) . A " job shop" is a set of  different 
f a cilities in whi ch the type , number,  and order of required operations 
for any given job are unknown prior to arrival ( for example , a general-
purpose ma chine shop ) . 
Past resear ch concerning the s cheduling problem has sought to 
optimize a variety of obj e ctive functions . Examples o f  s u ch goals are 
the minimization of makespan ,  mean flowtime , mean lateness ,  and mean 
tardiness . Makespan is the total t ime required to pro cess n j obs (with 
stat i c  a rriva l )  through a shop . If ri represent s the arrival time of 
j ob i at the shop ( re call that Ci represents the time of that j ob ' s 
completion ) , then the f lowt ime for j ob i is defined as 
F .  
1. 
C .  - r . .  ( 1 .  6) 1. 1. 
Tardiness is defined as Li if Li is positive and zero otherwise . 
Obj e ctive fun ctions may be classified as " regular" or "non-
regular" ( Conway, 1 9 65a) . The value of a regular function will increase 
only if at least one job f lowt ime increases . For example , mean flowtime 
is  a regular fun ction but the variance of  j ob flowtimes is not . 
The a l lowance of any j ob i is the due date of the j ob minus the 
arrival date of the j ob ,  or  
( 1 . 7 )  
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The t ime that j ob i stays in the shop is the sum of its a ctual 
pro cessing time , Pi ' and its a ctual waiting time , wi
. The a llowance for 
j ob i consists of its expe cted processing t ime , Pi ' plus its expected 
waiting time , wi . Figure 1 . 1  visually displays the relat ionships among 
these cha r a cterist i cs . 
S cope and Limitat ions 
Assumpt ions 
As is typ i cal in s cheduling research, this study makes a numbe r 
of simplifying assumpt ions .  They are : 
1 .  Jobs consist of operations in series . 
2 .  The order in whi ch operations of a job must be 
performed may not be altered after a job' s arrival 
at the shop . Conse cutive operations on the same 
ma chine are not permitted . 
3 .  Labor and other resour ces are in ample supply . 
Therefore , this is a "ma chine constrained" shop . 
4 .  Setup times a re sequence-independent and are 
in cluded in the pro cessing times . 
5 .  Jobs move instantaneously between ma chines . 
6 .  Arrivals are based on a Poisson stochastic process 
and pro cessing times a re based on a negative 
exponential stochastic pro cess . 
7 .  E a ch ma chine is continuously available for 
assignment , and no breakdowns o ccur . 
8. A ma chine can process only one operation at a time . 
9 .  A given operation can be performed only on the 
s ingle specified ma chine in the shop . 
1 0 . Operation preempt ion is not al lowed; once a given 
operation is started, processing on that operation 
may not be interrupted until completion . 
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1 1 . Operation overlapping is not permitted; 
process ing of a given j ob operation may n ot begin 
until a l l  previous operations in that job are 
completed . 
. 
1 2 . No machine will purposely incur idle time if a job 
is waiting to be processed . 
Most job shop research assumes that process ing t imes are known 
with certainty on ce a j ob a rrives at the shop . This study examines 
s imulations where this assumpt ion is invoked, as well as where this 
assumption is relaxed, permitting a ctual process ing times to vary about 
expe cted pro cessing times stochastically.  
Harris ( 1 9 6 5 ) , in a study of a real job shop, concluded that the 
assumpt ion of Poisson arrival time was unrealist i c. However,  Elvers 
( 1 97 4 )  proved that the relat ive performan ces of dispat ching rules were 
not sensit ive to the nature of the arrival distribution . 
Dispat ching Rules 
This study evaluates six dispat ching rules : 
1 .  Earliest Due Date ( EDD ) 
2 .  Minimum Job Slack (SLACK) 
3 .  Crit i ca l  Ratio (CR) 
4 .  Earliest Operation Due Date ( EOPDD) 
5 .  Minimum Operation Slack ( OPSLK) , and 
6 .  Operation Crit i cal Ratio ( OPCR) . 
These s ix dispa t ching rules were used by Kanet and Hayya ( 1 9 8 2 )  
i n  their study that compared the performances o f  ope ration-based 
dispat ching rules to those of  job-based dispat ching rules . 
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EDD directs the workstation to select from the queue the job 
that has the earliest due date . SLACK directs the workstation to select 
from the queue the job that has the lowest slack . In this context , 
s lack i s . defined as the t ime remaining until the due date minus the 
total remaining process ing time required . CR directs the workstation to 
select f rom the queue the job which has the lowest critical ratio (CR). 
To define CR, let aik represent an a llowance specifically assigned to 
operation k of  job i, let n
i represent the total number of  operations in 
job i ,  and let t represent the current time . Then, 
CR 
( d ,  - t )  � 
n ,  
� 
1: aik k=z 
( 1 . 8) 
where z is the current operation number .  Note that these fi rst three 
dispatching rules are job-based, in that selections are based on 
characteristics of each j ob ,  and not of each job' s imminent operat ion . 
The final three dispatching rules are ana logous ,  respectively, 
to  the first three, but are based on pending operation characteristics 
as opposed to job characteristics . Let dik represent the due date of 
operation k of j ob i ,  and let Pik represent the processing time expected 
to be required by operation k of job i .  EOPDD directs the workstation 
to select f rom the queue the job that has the earliest due date for the 
pending operat ion . OPSLK directs the workstation to select from the 
queue the j ob that has the smallest dik 
- Pik . OPCR directs the 
workstat ion to select f rom the queue the job that has the minimum [t ime 
to the pending operation due date divided by the pending operation 
a llowance], or 
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OPCR ( 1 .  9 )  
Kanet and Hayya ( 1 9 82 )  concluded from their research that 
o perat ion-based rules were superior to job-based dis patching rules . 
Kanet and Hayya , however,  s implistically set their job allowances as 
multi ples of expected total processing t imes ,  and allocated those job 
a llowances among o perations in pro port ion to o perat ion processing times ; 
they evaluated no other allowance pOlicies . This study, therefore, 
serves to extend their research by evaluating different methods of 
sett ing j ob and o perat ion allowances . 
The dis patching rules evaluated in this research re present 
important categories of select ion heuristic rules . EDD is the most 
basic dis patching rule that ut ilizes due dates . SLACK not only 
addresses due date,  but also accounts for the rema ining required 
processing t ime . CR has been in the past a po pular rule in the rea l 
world, and has proven its ability to control lateness variance in 
earlier studies (Kanet,  1 9 7 9 ) . 
The o perat ion-based analogies to these rules are intuitively 
a ppealing because they provide intermediate benchma rks for job progress,  
and because they have demonstrated ( as mentioned) promising research 
results in certain s ituations . Melnyk and Vickery ( 1 9 86 )  report that 
the once - po pular CR is falling into increasing disuse in the real world 
in favor of  o perat ion-based rules . 
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Allowance Policies 
The va rious s pecific a llowance pOlicies to be evaluated in this 
cu rrent resea rch fall into two general classes : those utilizing local 
( i . e . ,  job s pecific)  variables and those utiliz ing both local and global 
( i . e . ,  shop congestion) variables . 
A local rule defines the total allowance of j ob i as some 
function of  c e rtain job-specific va riables :  
a ,  
1. 
f ( [LVll . ( 1 . 1 0) 
A global rule defines the total a llowance of j ob i as some function of 
job-s pecific and global va riables : 
a ,  
1. 
f ( [LV], [GVll . ( 1 . 1 1) 
To f u rthe r  define [LV) and [GV), let mik re present the n umber of 
the machine requi red to process o pe ration k of j ob i ,  Then, f o r  a given 
j ob i ove r a l l  o pe rat ions k, examples of local va riables a re ni and Pik ' 
Examples of global va riables a re TJ1Qmik ' T W1Qmik ' 
TOISmik, and T WISmik , 
whe re ( a s  of the a rrival of job i at the shop) TJ1Qmik re present s the 
length of the existing queue at machine mik ,  T W1Qmik 
re present s the 
total process ing time of o pe rations in the queue at machine mik, TOISmik 
re presents the numbe r of remaining o pe rations elsewhere in the shop that 
requ i re machine mik ,  and TWISmik re presents the total process ing time of 
remaining o pe rations e lsewhere in the sho p that requi re machine mik . 
Note that the final equation for each allowance policy may include 
t �an�formations of the raw va riables .  
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In keeping with the assumption of no external allowance 
constraints ,  a unique a llowance pol icy is defined for each combination 
of  dis patching rule/allowance policy class/sho p characteristic . Of 
s pecial interest is a comparison of the performance of the best global 
rule for a combination to that of the best corre s ponding local rule . 
The s pecific coefficients for each allowance policy are derived 
based on multi ple regression analyses of pilot s imulat ions . The 
s pecific procedure for deriving the equations will be explained in 
detail in a later section . 
Shop Characteristics 
Evaluations a re conducted at two different levels of expected 
shop utili zat ion ( 7 5 %  and 9 0 % )  and under two dif ferent assumpt ions 
concerning actual o perat ion processing t imes ( actual processing t imes 
assumed equal to expected processing t imes,  and actual process ing t imes 
allowed to vary about expected proces sing t imes ) . S ho p  utilizat ion is 
defined as the percentage of available mac hine t ime t hat is not idle . 
Simulat ing under four different sho p environments serves to demonstrate 
the sensitivity of al lowance policies and dis patching rules to 
variations in assumpt ions , and to increase t he value of the researc h 
results to real world j ob shops . 
Several studies have assumed a 9 0 %  expected utilization level 
( for examp le s ,  Conway, 1 9 6 5b,  and Kanet , 1 9 7 9 ) . This current researc h 
also evaluates performances at a 75% expected utilization leve l .  
As previously mentioned, the vast ma jority o f  s imulation 
research has assumed that actual o peration process ing t imes exactly 
eqpa �de.xgected o peration processing t imes . In short , actual proces sing 
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times a re known with certainty u pon a job' s arrival at the sho p. This 
a ssumption has served to eliminate one source of random variat ion in 
order to permit a clearer evaluation of experimenta l  relationships . 
This current research also evaluates performances under an 
environment where both the expected processing t ime for each o peration 
and the actual processing time for an o peration (given its expected 
process ing t ime ) a re governed by stochastic processes . 
Hypotheses 
1 .  Allowance policies defined from an iterat ive 
s imulation-regress ion procedure produce lower 
completion inaccuracy pena lties than those defined 
f rom a s ingle pilot s imulat ion . 
As previously discussed, the use of a single pilot simulation to 
define an allowance policy for use in a subsequent evaluatory s imulation 
may give inferior results . General job stream characteristics may 
differ between the two s imulations due to the interaction of each 
a llowance pol icy with any dis patching rule us ing due dates in its 
select ion process . Repeat ing the simulat ion-regress ion procedure until 
a stable a llowance policy is approached (to be discussed later in 
further deta i l )  addresses this source of inaccuracy . 
2 .  Estimating o peration allowances directly from 
defined a llowance policies produces lower completion 
inaccuracy penalties than proport ionally a llocat ing 
total job a llowances among o perat ions . 
Every study reviewed that addressed o perat ion-based dis patching 
rules defined operation due dates by allocat ing a job ' s estimated total 
a llowance among o pe rat ions ; the ma jority of those studies allocated in 
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propo rt ion to o pe ration processing t imes . A pro pe rly defined allowance 
pol icy should be able to directly estimate cumulat ive o pe ration 
allowances ( and therefore due dates)  with less inaccuracy . 
3 .  Allowance procedures that utilize global information 
produce lower completion inaccuracy penalties than 
those that use only local info rmat ion . 
This hy pothesis is based on indications f rom previous researc h  
( Ragat z and Habe rt , 1 9 84 ;  Weeks , 1 9 7 9 ;  and Weeks and Frye r, 1 9 7 7 ) , as 
wel l  as the common sense notion t hat a job a rriving at a c rowded shop 
will tend to s pend mo re t ime in the shop than one that a rrives at an 
empty sho p .  
4 .  O pe rat ion-based dis patching rules produce lower 
completion inaccuracy penalties than j ob-based 
dis patching rules . 
O pe ration-based dispatching rules address j ob progress in 
relation to a series of int e rmediate objectives . Exist ing researc h  
( Kanet and Hayya , 1 9 82 )  su ppo rts the proposition t hat completion 
accu racy should improve by evaluat ing job status in relation to nea r-
t e rm goal s  (task due dates ) as o pposed to a longe r-term goal ( j ob due 
date )  . 
5 .  The lowe r the expected s ho p  utili zation i s ,  t he 
lowe r the incremental benef it s  of inco rpo rat ing 
global information a re .  
Sho p  congestion i s  highe r in an envi ronment of high utili zation 
than one of  low ut ilizat ion . As queue lengt hs inc rease, the effects of  
sho p characte rist ics on job progress s hould increase, as should the 
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benefits of directly addressing shop status information in estimating 
a llowances . 
6 .  Simulations run under conditions of stochastic 
actual o pe rat ion process ing t imes produce higher 
complet ion inaccuracy pena lties than simulations run 
under conditions of deterministic actual processing 
t imes . 
The stochastic variation of actual processing t imes about 
expected processing t imes is a source of variation that cannot be 
c a ptured in an allowance estimator . This additional unexplained 
variation should decrease completion accuracy directly . 
Summary 
This research examines the effects of six dis patching rules and 
two c lasses ( local and global )  of internally set allowance policies on 
job complet ion inaccuracy penalties in a dynamic j ob shop enviro nment . 
The procedures by which a llowance policies are analyt ically derived, the 
evaluation of complet ion inaccuracy cost as the objective function, and 
the investigation of the robustness of allowance procedures 
differentiate this study f rom existing research literature . The 
hypotheses tested direct ly address exist ing needs of real-world sho ps .  
Chapter 2 represents a review o f  existing research literature . 
Cha pter 3 discusses the s imulation st ructure and the experimental design 
of the study . Cha pters 4 and 5 present analyses of research results . 
Cha pter 6 discusses managerial implications of the research . 
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Cha pter 2 
Review of Related Researc h 
T his review proceeds according to t he classification dis played 
in Figure 2 . 1 .  Examples of  non-dis patching rule research are offered, 
followed by a review of analytically-based dis patc hing rule resea rch. 
Simulat ion-based dis patc hing rule researc h is reviewed next in t he 
context of two categories : studies t hat assume a single al lowance 
policy, and studies t hat evaluate mult i ple allowance policies . Finally, 
studies t hat evaluate t he use of global information in sett ing 
allowances are discussed . 
T his review concentrates on dis patc hing rules and allowance 
policies t hat directly pertain to t his researc h. A more detailed review 
may be obtained f rom survey pa pers of scheduling research by Day and 
Hottenstein ( 1 97 0 ) , Elmag hraby ( 1 9 6 8) ,  Gonzalez ( 1 97 7 ) , Lemoine ( 1 97 7 ), 
Moore and Wilson ( 1 9 67 ) , Panwa 1ker and Iskande r ( 1 97 7 ) , and Sa lvador 
( 1 97 8) . Baker ( 1 97 4 ) , Coffman ( 1 9 7 6 ) , and Conway, Maxwe l l ,  and Miller 
( 1 9 6 7 )  wrote books devoted to t he general s c heduling problem . 
Non-Dispatc hing Rule Resea rch 
A number of  analyt ical a pproa c hes to s c heduling by met hods ot her 
t han dis patc hing rules exist . Baker and S c hrage ( 1 9 7 8) and Srinivasan 
( 1 9 7 1 )  ada pted dynamic programming to t he scheduling of a one-mac hine , 
static arrival s ho p  to minimize tardines s .  Rot hko pf ( 1 9 6 6 )  used similar 
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techniques to minimize make s pan in the context of a parallel shop wit h 
static a rrivals . 
Story and Wagner ( 1 9 6 3 )  used integer programming tec hniques in 
static f low shop research . Manne ( 1 9 6 0 )  and Fisher ( 1 9 7 3 )  extended t he 
use of this procedure to a static job shop environment . 
Fisher ( 1 97 6 ) , Picard and Queyranne ( 1 978) , and Shwimer ( 1 9 7 2 )  
used branch and bound techniques to minimize tardiness i n  t he context of 
a one-machine static sho p. Similar algorit hms were ada pted to a static 
f low s ho p  by Ignall and Schrage ( 1 9 65 ) , and to a static job s ho p  by 
Brooks and White ( 1 9 6 5 )  and Balas ( 1 9 6 9 ) . 
Shi ld and Fredman ( 1 9 6 2 )  used branch and bound techniques to 
evaluate a lateness object ive that was quadratic for pos it ive Li and 
zero for negative L
i . Their study proved t hat knowledge of di and Pi 
are insufficient to determine t he relative posit ions of two jobs in an 
o pt imal schedule . Dispatching rules based solely on t hese two values,  
therefore, cannot be developed t o  minimize this form of lateness 
objective . 
Johnson ( 1 9 5 4 )  developed an important algorit hm to minimize 
makes pan in a two-mac hine static flow sho p. The intuitive 
interpretat ion of t he algorithm is as follows : 
1 .  Put the smallest p. first in the s c hedule so t he 
second machine can1Segin process ing as soon as  
pos s ible . 
2 .  Put the smallest p. last in t he schedule so that 
t otal proces s ing c�� be completed as soon as pos s ible 
a fter machine 1 is fini s hed . In the case of a s ingle 
job having bot h t he smallest p.  and t he smallest 
p .  , ass ign it to the mac hine tfiat corre s ponds to t he 
s��l ler process ing t ime of t he two . 
3 .  Re peat the f irst two steps unt il all jobs are 
scheduled . 
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Johnson' s two-machine algorit hm was the foundation of research 
by Burns and Rooker ( 1 9 7 8) , Jackson ( 1 9 5 6 ) , and Giglio and wagner 
( 1 9 6 4 ) , and provided the basis for heuristic procedures by Campbell 
( 1 9 7 0 )  and Dannenbring ( 1 97 7 ) . 
Dispatching Rule Research 
While some experimental studies have been performed in t he 
context of real job shops ,  the vast ma jority of dispatching rule 
research can be classified as eit her analyt ical ly-based or simulation­
based. Examples of  real s ho p  experimental research are the studies done 
by Elmaghraby and Cole ( 1 9 6 3 )  at Western Electric and Bulkin ( 1 9 6 6 )  at 
Hughes Aircraft . 
Analytically-Based Research 
Analytically-based researc h typically concerns one-machine 
stat ic sho ps with regular performance criteria ( those that can increase 
only if at least one job flow time increases ) .  The four accuracy 
criteria in this research are non-regular . Cert ain analytical result s ,  
howeve r ,  d o  provide ins ight into the performance of various dis patc hing 
rules in a general context . 
Smith ( 1 9 5 6 )  proved that , in a one-mac hine static s ho p, the SPT 
dis patching rule minimizes mean flowt ime . Conway et . al . ( 1 9 6 7 )  
extended t his proof to show that SPT also minimizes mean lateness . 
Furthe r ,  Conway et . a l .  ( 1 9 6 7 )  proved t hat the rule LPT ( i . e . ,  c hoose 
the operation with the largest processing t ime ) maximizes mean latenes s .  
Smith ( 1 9 5 6 )  demonstrated that the dis patching rule EDD 
minimizes the maximum posit ive job lateness . This proof su pports 
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simulation results that have shown EDD producing a consistently lower 
lateness variance than SPT . Conway et . al . ( 1 9 6 7 )  showed that the 
dis patching rule SLACK ( see glossary) maximi zes the minimum job 
lateness . This proof supports simulation results that have shown SLACK 
reducing lateness variance by compressing the s pread of lateness from 
below . 
Several studies offer important interpretations of job lateness 
as an incurred penalty .  Smith ( 1 9 5 6 )  and McNaughton ( 1 9 5 9 )  showed that , 
in the context of a one-machine static shop," "I f"-a"l l- j obs are late and 
the cost of lateness is l inear with a slope of e
i
, total cost is 
minimized by sequencing according to the minimum value of ei/Pi ' Fife 
( 1 9 6 5 )  extended this result to the case of dynamic arrivals following a 
Poisson process . Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  used McNaughton' s analytical proof as a 
foundation for the dis patching rule OPSLK/P ( see glossary) . 
Sidney ( 1 9 7 7 )  conducted the only analytical research found that 
concerned a non-regular performance obj ective . He developed a simple 
a lgorithm to minimize the maximum penalty for jobs that either start 
early or finish late . The severe assumptions made , however,  l imit the 
value of Sidney' s work to this current research . 
An important factor in the usefulness of analytically-based 
techniques is  whether a given problem is  "P-complete" or "NP-complete . "  
A problem is  P-complete if its solut ion t ime is bounded f rom above by a 
polynomial funct ion; otherwise , the problem is NP-complete . Generally, 
NP-complete problems rely on a pproximation techniques such as 
dispatching rules . 
Lenstra et . al . ( 1 9 7 7 )  demonstrated that the general j ob shop 
scheduling problem is NP-complete ,  and that any scheduling problem with 
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a tardiness c riterion is NP-complete, even in a one-machine static 
context . Rinnooy Kan and Lenstra ( 1 9 7 5 )  proved NP -completeness in 
minimizing makes pan in a multi-machine parallel shop, and the f lowt ime 
problem to minimize make s pan was shown to be NP-complete by Garey 
( 1 976 )  . 
Simulation-Based Research 
Virtually no analytical results exist for lateness related 
criteria when the number of machines in a shop is greater than one 
(Kane t ,  1 9 7 9 ) . In these cases, researchers typically use simulation 
techniques . 
Many simulat ion studies have evaluated the tendencies of various 
dis patching rules . Panwalker and Iskander ( 1 97 7 )  surveyed over 1 0 0  
different dis patching rules from the literature . This current review 
concentrates on simulation research concerning dis patching rules that 
o pe rate in the context of some lateness related ob ject ive criterion . 
The SPT rule long occupied the position of the " standard" in 
research due to its ability to minimize mean flowt ime and mean lateness 
(Nanot , 1 9 6 3 ;  Conway and Maxwel l ,  1 9 6 2 ; Conway et . a l . ,  1 9 6 7 ) . 
Unfortunately, the same studies that established SPT as the champion of 
mean f lowtime also demonstrated that it produces extremely high lateness 
variances ,  due to the fact that jobs with large o peration times may be 
continual ly "bumped" in a queue . Research by Conway and Maxwell ( 1 9 6 2 )  
showed that when SPT is altered i n  an attempt to prevent such la rge 
variances ( either t runcated or altered with another rule ) , the rule 
loses its advantages faster than its disadvantages . 
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Conway ( 1 9 65 a )  examined seven dis patching rules : OPNDD , EDD, 
SPT ,  LPT ,  FCFS, SLACK, and S/OPN ( see glossary) . Conway set the mean 
allowance in this study at nine t imes the mean processing time . S/OPN 
produced the lowest lateness variance ; Le Grande ( 1 9 6 3 )  and Carroll 
( 1 9 6 5 )  reported similar result s .  
OPNDD produced an unexpectedly large lateness variance in 
Conway' s study . A subsequent evaluation of OPNDD by Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  did 
not reproduce this phenomenon . 
New ( 1 97 5 )  examined several dis patching rules with the mean 
allowance set at five t imes the average job process ing time . This study 
showed that the dis patching rule OPSLK provided good control of lateness 
variance . 
Putnam et . a l .  ( 1 9 7 1 )  and Berry and Rao ( 1 9 7 5 )  recommended the 
dis patching rule CR as an attractive alternat ive to S/OPN . CR has been 
used widely in industry (Kanet , 1 9 7 9 )  due to its ability to control 
latenes s  variance . 
Few studies s pecifically addressed MSL as an object ive criterion 
to be minimized . Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  evaluated several dis patching rules in 
terms of the i r  ability to control MSL, mean absolute lateness,  and 
maximum absolute latenes s .  All three criteria are non-regular, a l l  
assume that positive penalties are incurred f o r  early j o b  complet ions a s  
wel l  a s  late j ob complet ions , and all are logical measures of due date 
accuracy . The dis patching rule OPSLK/P produced the lowest MSL of the 
twelve rules evaluated . Kanet ' s  study evaluated three different levels 
of mean al lowances . 
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Few studies in the e a rly literature evaluated diffe rent 
allowance policies . Research typically determined j ob a llowances as 
constant mUlti ples of processing t imes . 
Conway ( 1 9 65a and 1 9 6 5b)  demonstrated that pe rfo rmances of 
va rious dis patching rules we re s ignificantly affected by the choice of 
a llowance policy . These studies examined four diffe rent policies : 
1 .  CON 
2 .  RDM 
3 .  TWK 
4 .  NOP 
CON assigned a constant allowance to each job .  RDM ass igned a 
random allowance to each job, reflecting an environment where external 
forces st rictly set due dates . T WK assigned each job an allowance that 
was a mUlti ple of the j ob' s process ing t ime , and NOP assigned each job 
an allowance that was a mUlt i ple of the numbe r of o pe rations in the job . 
Conway set the mean allowance for each policy at nine t imes the average 
job processing t ime . 
E lve rs ( 1 9 7 3 )  examined shop pe rformance using the allowance 
policy T WK for seve ral diffe rent levels of mean al lowance . The results 
showed that va rying the multi ples affected the relative pe rfo rmances of 
diffe rent dis patching rules . 
Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  examined the effects of five allowance policies on 
the relative MSL of dis patching rules .  In addit ion to the T WK, CON, and 
NOP policies evaluated by Conway, Kanet evaluated PP W ( each j ob 
a llowance equalled the job processing t ime plus a mUlti ple of the number 
of o pe rations ) and PPWN (each job allowance equalled the j ob proces sing 
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t ime plus a quadrat ic function of the number of o perations ) .  Kanet 
imposed, as did Elvers , various levels of mean allowance on each policy . 
His study, confirming the results of Elvers and Conway, showed that 
a llowance policy and mean allowance level affected the relat ive 
performances of dis patching rules . Kanet recommended PPW as the best 
policy to minimize MSL . Few studies in the literature evaluated 
allowance pol icies that were totally f ree from external constraint s .  
Unt il the mid 1 9 7 0 ' s ,  investigations o f  mult i ple due date 
pol icies were l imited to performance comparisons among simplistic j ob­
oriented ( loca l )  allowance procedures with arbit rarily set mean 
a llowance constraint s .  For examples ,  see Conway ( 1 9 65a and 1 9 6 5b) and 
Eilon and Hodgson ( 1 9 67 ) . 
The earliest study found that took an innovative and promising 
a pproach to due date determination was by Eilon and Chowdhury ( 1 9 7 6 ) . 
They not only investigated different forms of j ob-related information in 
the a llowance procedure ( such as raising total j ob proces sing t ime to a 
powe r ) , but also proposed the incorporation of shop-related information 
in the form of queue lengths at required machines . They concluded that 
including sho p workload considerations in the allowance procedure was 
often advantageous .  
Weeks ( 1 9 7 9 )  extended the conce pt of incorporating shop 
congest ion informat ion in a llowance procedures to a dual (machine and 
labor) constrained sho p .  H e  reflected s h o p  congest ion i n  a n  expected 
delay t ime ca lculat ion which was based largely on queueing theory . The 
s pecific form of the calculat ion is not given here because it was later 
shown to perform poorly (Ragat z and Mabert ,  1 9 84 ) . 
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Bake r and Be rt rand ( 1 9 81 )  investigated the modification, based 
on a shop congestion index, of three s impl istic allowance procedures . 
The three procedures we re CON (a constant total allowance for each j ob) , 
SLK ( a  constant waiting allowance for each job ) , and the po pular TWK 
( total a llowance f o r  each job equal to a multi ple of total processing 
t ime ) . The modificat ion was based on the ratio of total processing time 
in the shop to the ave rage total processing t ime . The i r  research 
supported the conclusion of Ei lon and Chowdhu ry ( 1 9 7 6 )  that 
inco rpo rat ing congestion data is often advantageous . Thei r  f indings 
were l imited, however, by the fact that they only examined the 
dis patching rules of SPT and EDD, and pu rposely constrained the i r  
allowance pol icies to ve ry simple fo rms . 
Bookbinde r and Noo r ( 1 9 85 )  pro posed an allowance policy that 
inco rpo rated both job and shop re lated informat ion, but pe rfo rmed their 
evaluations in the context of a one-machine sho p to minimize the regular 
objective function " pe rcent t a rdiness . "  
Anothe r innovative a pproach to allowance policies was 
investigated by Bake r and Kanet ( 1 9 83 )  and Bake r ( 1 9 84 ) . Although basic 
a llowance policies utilized only job related informat ion, these studies 
proposed a "modified due date" that was defined as the o riginal due date 
o r  the e a rly f inish t ime, whichever was l a rge r.  They concluded that the 
modif ied due date (both in a job and o pe ration context ) pe rformed well 
unde r a va riety of mean a llowance and mean shop utilization levels . 
As will be discussed in mo re detail in a later section, this 
cu rrent resea rch analyzes data in a factorial design by using regress ion 
analys is on a set of dummy variables . This same basic analytical 
a pproach was used by Weeks and F rye r ( 1 9 7 7 )  in the context of a dual 
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cons t rained sho p with TWK-oriented allowance pol icies . Concerning 
behavi o r  of residual s ,  they concluded that the residuals we re not 
ma rkedly non-norma l ,  and that the effects of heteroscedasticity and 
autocorrelat ion ( though present to a degree) we re not significant enough 
to invalidate standa rd regression infe rences . As will be discussed 
further in Chapter 5 ,  analyses of the residuals f rom the evaluatory 
regression analyses in this current research support these conclusions 
by Weeks and F rye r. 
While seve ral of the reviewed studies touched on isolated 
conce pt s  related to the cu rrent research, the study by Ragatz and 
Habe rt ( 1 9 84 )  came closest in intent by drawing toget he r  seve ral key 
conce pts that a re investigated in the cu rrent study . A fairly detailed 
c rit ique of their work was given in Cha pter 1, and will not be re peated 
he re .  
Summa ry 
The complexity of the general job s ho p  scheduling problem has 
l imited both the amount and real-wo rld a pplicability of analytical 
scheduling resea rch . The cited analytical studies ,  however, provide 
insights into and su ppo rt for less rigorous a pproac hes to the problem . 
The ma j o rity of sho p scheduling research has used computer 
s imulation techniques to evaluate c ha racte ristics of  various queue 
dis patching rules . A few of the mo re recent studies have addressed t he 
potent ial benefits of va ried al lowance policies on the minimi zation of 
completion inacc u racy costs . 
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C hapter 3 
Researc h Met hod 
The f irst section of this chapter details the researc h design, 
explaining t he t hree p hases of t he researc h, t he simulat ion structure, 
and the two stages of  t he data generat ion . T he second section of t his 
chapter discusses t he data analysis procedures . 
Research P hases 
T his study entails t he analyses of data in t he form of t hree 
factorial design mat rice s ,  reflecting t hree distinct p hases of t he 
research . T he rows in each matrix correspond to dispatc hing rules under 
conside rat ion . The two columns of t he f irst mat rix reflect t he gene ral 
p rocedural alternat ives of  determining spec ific a llowance equations 
based on a s ingle pilot s imulation vs . based on an iterative s imulation­
reg ression p rocedure . T he two columns of t he second matrix reflect t he 
general procedural a lternatives of setting operat ion due dates by 
a llocat ing t he total j ob allowance among operations vs . estimating 
ope ration a llowances directly . Bot h sets of procedural alternatives are 
discussed in furt her detail later in t his chapter . T he eight columns of 
the third ( and largest ) matrix reflect combinations of · al lowance policy 
class ( local or globa l ) , ut ilizat ion level ( 7 5 %  or 9 0 % ) , and actual 
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processing t ime assumption ( equal to expected processing time or allowed 
to vary stochastically about expected processing time) . 
As each matrix is addressed separately on the basis of eac h of 
the four defined penalty functions (VAR, MSL, MAL , and SQL) , data in t he 
form of twelve final mat rices are analyzed . Each cell contains twenty 
observations of the a ppro priate inaccuracy penalty measure, generated by 
twenty shop s imulations using twenty different job st reams . 
In each simulation, data is gat hered on 1 0 0 0  completed jobs,  
providing 2 0 , 0 0 0  completed jobs per cell . This simulation size is large 
in relation to the ma jority of past research of  this type .  In t he 
simulation studies surveyed by Panwalker and Iskander ( 1 97 7 ) , for 
example,  simulat ion sizes varied f rom less than 100 jobs to 8 7 0 0  jobs 
per cel l .  
The same twenty job streams, altered only a s  dictated by t he 
a ppro priate cell enviro nment , are used in every cell . Therefore, the 
twenty observations in eac h cell are logically matched with t he twenty 
observat ions , res pectively, in every other cell . T he matc hed nature of 
the data points among cells re presents a variance reduction tec hnique 
that increases the power of subsequent data analyses over pooled 
techniques ( Ragatz and Mabert , 1 9 8 4 ) . 
The potential problems with bas ing allowance equation forms and 
coefficients on a single pilot simulat ion have been discussed 
previously . Phase 1 addresses the benefits of using an iterat ive 
simulation-regression procedure to determine allowance policies ( see 
Hypothesis 1 ) . As s hown in Figure 3 . 1 , the columns in Matrix 1 
represent the best global a llowance policy based on 
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Figure 3 . 1  
Phase 1 Experimental Design 
Methods of Determining Allowance Equation 
EDD 
SLACK 
CR 
EOPDD 
OPSLK 
OPCR 
Allowance Equation 
Based on Single 
pilot Simulation 
3 6  
Allowance Equation 
Based on Iterat ive 
Simulation-Regress ion 
P rocedures 
1 .  the s ingle simulation-regression procedure (as used, 
for example, by Ragatz and Mabert , 1 9 8 4 ) , and 
2 .  the iterat ive simulat ion-regression procedure 
proposed in this study . 
A brief discussion will c larify the mechanics of the s imulation-
regression procedures . A s pecific dis patching rule and gene ral form of 
the allowance equation are selected (the general forms used in this 
research for local and global policies are given later in the chapter as 
Equat ions 3 . 2  and 3 . 3 , res pectively) . An init ial simulation is run 
using the a rbitrary allowance policy of job allowance set equal to a 
f ixed mult i ple of the total required process ing time of the job . The 
mul t i ple used in this research under the 9 0 %  expected utilization 
as sumpt ion is six, and the multi ple used under the 7 5 %  expected 
utilizat ion as sumpt ion is four . These multiples were determined from 
pilot simulations as the a pproximate ratios of mean j ob flowt ime to mean 
t otal process ing t ime under the res pective util izat ion levels in 
this sho p. 
The results of  that s imulation are analyzed by a mult i ple 
regress ion procedure to produce the s pecific coefficient s in the 
a llowance form chosen . The result ing s pecific equation re presents the 
"best"  estimated allowance pol icy after one cycle;  it is the product of 
the s ingle s imulation-regression procedure . This would be the policy 
used in subsequent evaluatory s imulations in previous non-iterat ive 
research, such as that by Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
The iterative s imulat ion-regression procedure proposed in this 
research, however ,  continues by running a second simulation using the 
same j ob stream and the allowance policy generated from the first cycle 
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above . The results of the second simulation are analyzed by multiple 
regress ion to produce a second-cycle specific allowance equation . This 
procedure is cont inued through several subsequent cycles . 
The s imulations performed in Phase 1 a re conducted under the 
assumptions of  9 0 %  utilizat ion, operation due dates set by allocating a 
total job allowance to individual operations in proportion to the 
operation processing t ime s ,  and actual process ing t imes equal to 
expected processing t imes . The utilizat ion target is based on past 
research such as Conway ( 1 9 6 5a ) , Eilon and Chowdhury ( 1 9 7 6 ) , Weeks 
( 1 97 7 ) , and Kanet ( 1 97 9 ) . The proportioning of job allowances among 
operat ions is a standard assumpt ion in shop research, and can be seen in 
Conway ( 1 9 6 5a and 1 9 6 5b) , Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 ) , and Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
The a ssumption that actual process ing times are equal to expected 
processing t imes is invoked in virtually all previous research of this 
type, a rare exception being Eilon and Hodgson ( 1 9 67 ) . 
As is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 ,  analyses of Phase 1 data 
indicate that while the iterative procedure produces ma jor gains in 
accuracy in simulations that use global a llowance policies,  there are no 
significant benefits produced under environments where local allowance 
policies are used . Therefore, the iterat ive procedure is used in both 
subsequent phases with the exception of cells that dictate local 
allowance policies . 
dates by 
Phase 2 addresses the quest ion of whether to set operat ional due 
1 .  allocating t otal job a llowances in proportion to 
operation processing t imes ( the standard method in 
exist ing research ) , or 
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2 .  estimating operation allowances directly by the 
appropriate generated allowance equat ion, as proposed 
in this study ( see Hypothesis 2 ) . 
Figure 3 . 2  displays the st ructure of Matrix 2 .  Note that , since 
Phase 2 concerns operation allowances ,  there are only three rows in the 
mat rix ( representing the three operation-based dispatching rule s )  . 
The remainder of the Hypotheses are addressed in Phase 3 .  The 
st ructure of Matrix 3 is displayed in Figure 3 . 3 .  As is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 4 ,  analyses of Phase 2 data indicate that significant 
improvement s in accuracy are obtained by directly estimating operation 
due dates . Therefore, this method is used exclusively in Phase 3 
simulations . 
In order to provide a direct link between this study and that of 
Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 ) , data are generated for addit ional cells . The 
cell environment in the current research that specifically parallels a 
cell environment in the Ragatz and Mabert study entails the dispatching 
rule SLACK, the form of allowance estimator termed RMR in their study, 
an expected utilization of 9 0 % ,  and known actual processing times ( i . e . ,  
actual process ing times assumed equal to expected processing times ) . 
The specific form of RMR is defined by Ragatz and Mabert as 
ai 
k1
P
i + 
k2 (J
IS i
) + k3 (JI
Qi )
 + k4 (WIQ1i ) 
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a .  
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) ,  
estimated allowance for job i 
total required processing time for job i 
number of jobs in the system 
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EOPDD 
OPSLK 
OPCR 
Figure 3 . 2  
Phase 2 Experimental Design 
Methods of Setting Operation Allowances 
Total Allowance 
Allocated in 
P roportion 
to Operation 
P rocessing Times 
4 0  
Operation 
Allowance 
Estimated 
Directly from 
Allowance Equat ion 
EDD 
SLACK 
CR 
EOPDD 
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Figure 3 . 3  
Phase 3 Experimental Design 
Dispatching/Allowance/Shop Condition Evaluations 
Local Allowance Global Allowance 
7 5 %  9 0 %  7 5 %  9 0 %  
Expected Expected Expected Expected 
Utilizat ion Utilizat ion Utilization Utilization 
Act Act Act Act 
Act TPT Act TPT Act TPT Act TPT 
TPT Not TPT Not TPT Not TPT Not 
Known Known Known Known Known Known Known Known 
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JIQ . 1 
WIQ2 . 
1 
WIQ3 . 1 
number of jobs in queue on routing for job i 
t otal required process ing t ime of operations in queue at 
the first machine on routing for job i 
total required processing t ime of operations in queue at 
the second machine on routing for j ob i 
total required processing t ime of operations in queue at 
the third machine on routing for job i 
In order to extend the comparison of this research to that of 
Ragatz and Mabert , relat ive performance of the SLACK/RMR 
combination is evaluated under environment s of both 9 0 %  and 7 5 %  
ut ilizat ion, both known and unknown actual processing t imes ,  and 
a llowance coefficients based on both a single pilot simulation and an 
iterative simulat ion-regression procedure . Comparisons of the 
data in these eight cells to the data in the corresponding cells of  
Matrix 3 provide direct evidence as t o  the additional benefits inherent 
in the procedures proposed in this current research as opposed to past 
procedures . 
In a l l ,  2 9 6  final cells of data are analyzed . Each of the four 
penalty measures entail twelve cel ls in Phase 1, six cells in Phase 2 ,  
4 8  cells in Phase 3 ,  and the eight isolated cells just discussed . The 
specific procedures for generat ing the cell data are discussed in more 
detail later . 
Simulation Structure 
The shop consists of eight machines . This number of machines 
has been used in previous studies ( for example , Kanet , 1 9 7 9 ) . Baker and 
Dzielinski ( 1 9 6 0 )  concluded that the number of machines in a shop 
simulation does not significantly affect aggregate performance measures , 
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and that a shop consist ing of eight machines adequately represents 
performance characteristics of much larger shops . 
Each job consists of from one to six operation s ,  determined 
randomly according to a uniform probability distribut ion . Each 
operation is  ass igned randomly to one of the eight machines according to 
a uniform probability distribution, under the const raint that no two 
success ive operations require the same machine (this const raint is 
t raditional in shop research ) .  Although non-uniform dist ributions have 
been used occas ionally to establish the number of operations and machine 
assignment s ( for example , see Elvers,  1 9 7 4 ) , the use of uniform 
probability distributions for these purposes is t raditional in job shop 
research . 
Referring to the factorial design in Phase 3 of this research, 
recall that half of the cells assume that actual processing t imes are 
equal to expected processing t imes ,  and are therefore known with 
certainty upon a j ob' s arrival at the shop . The other half of the cells 
in Matrix 3 allow the actual process ing t imes to vary about expected 
processing t imes stochastically . 
To maintain direct compa rability of data f rom corresponding 
s imulat ions among all cell s ,  the actual process ing t ime for any given 
operation of any given j ob in any given j ob st ream is made consistent 
over all cells regardless of the process ing t ime assumption ( i . e . ,  known 
or unknown as of j ob a rrival)  and utilizat ion level ( i . e . ,  7 5 %  or 9 0 % ) . 
This leads directly to two specific job st ream characterist ics : 
1 .  The expected processing t imes in any given job st ream 
under the as sumpt ion of known actual processing t imes 
may differ f rom the expected processing t imes of that 
j ob st ream under the assumption of unknown actual 
processing t imes ,  and 
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2 .  The mean t ime between j ob arrivals in any given 
j ob st ream under the assumpt ion of 75%  expected 
utilization differs from the mean t ime between job 
arrivals in that job st ream under the assumption of 
90% utilization . 
Referring to the first characteristic above, in cells where 
actual operation processing t imes are assumed to vary about expected 
operat ion processing t ime s ,  the expected t imes are generated randomly 
from a negative exponential probability distribution . The result ing 
t imes a re integerized by setting ( 0 , 1 ]  = 1, ( 1 , 2 ]  = 2 ,  and so on, in the 
interest of computer run t ime and to facilitate interpretability of shop 
processes . The ramifications of integerizat ion (as  well as a specific 
discuss ion as to the expected values of assumed stochastic 
distribut ion s )  are discussed further in the next section . 
Deviations about each expected operation process ing t ime are 
generated f rom a second negative exponential distribution that has a 
standard deviat ion equal to . 3  t imes the standard deviation of the 
expected operation processing t ime distribution, shifted so that the 
expected value of the deviat ional dist ribution is zero . The actual 
operat ion processing t ime , then , is the sum of these two dist ribut ions,  
integerized as  above . In cases where the integerized sum is less than 
one , it is set to one . 
In the cells where the actual operation processing t imes are 
assumed known ( i . e . ,  equal to the expected processing t imes ) ,  the 
expected processing t imes for each operation are then reset to equal the 
actual process ing t imes generated as above . Thu s ,  the actual processing 
t ime for any given operation (of  any given j ob within any given job 
stream) is consistent throughout the Phase 3 design, being the result of 
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stochastic variation about the expected t ime in the cells that make that 
assumption . 
In summary, for each operation an expected processing t ime is 
generated . Based on the expected processing t ime for each operat ion , an 
actual processing t ime for each operation is generated . In cells where 
the expected processing t ime for an operation is assumed equal to the 
actual process ing t ime for that operation, the expected operation 
processing time is then set equal to the actual processing time . 
Times between job arrivals are generated from a negat ive 
exponential dist ribution, integeri zed as discussed above . Therefore, 
j ob arrivals follow ( approximately) a Pois son proce s s ,  slightly modi fied 
by the integerization procedure . 
The mean of this exponent ial distribution is the value , 
determined f rom pilot s imulations us ing the "neutral" dispatching rule 
FCFS, that produces the appropriate machine utilization ( 7 5 %  or 9 0 % )  
given the correspondingly consistent set of actual operation processing 
t imes discussed previously . This method of f ixing one stochastic 
parameter and varying another until a target utilizat ion is achieved has 
been used in previous research ( for example, Kanet , 1 9 7 9  and Conway, 
1 9 6 5a )  . 
Data Generat ion P rocedures 
There are two stages to the data generation : 
1 .  The determination of a specific allowance equation 
for each cell, and 
2 .  Twenty evaluatory s imulations per cell based on the 
appropriate allowance equation determined in Stage 1 .  
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As will be discussed later in further detail, specific allowance 
equation determinations in the first stage are based on a single pilot 
simulation-regression analysis in cells where local allowance policies 
are used, and a re based on an iterative simulation-regression procedure 
in cells where global allowance policies are used . 
All computing was performed on a UNIX-based VAX 8 6 5 0  mainframe . 
All simulation and supporting programs were written specifically for 
this research, by the author ,  in FORTRAN . Appendix B shows the summ� ry 
logic flow and the FORTRAN code for the ma in simulation program . 
Statistical analyses were performed using the BMDP Statistical Software 
Package . 
Random numbers were generated by a multiplicat ive congruential 
method . This method has been shown to possess favorable statistical 
properties (Naylor et . al . ,  1 9 6 6 ) , and is widely used in scientific 
softwa re packages ( for example, the IBM Scient ific Subroutine Package ) . 
The specific generator used in this research is from the BMDP 
Statistical Software Package . Characteristics of various job streams 
produced by this generator have been checked for randomness and 
underlying stochastic properties by a series of Chi-squared goodness of 
fit tests,  with consistently acceptable results . Appendix C displays 
the FORTRAN code for this uniform [ 0 , 1 )  random number generator . 
As previously mentioned, values generated for t imes between j ob 
a rrivals and operation processing times were integerized prior to use . 
The mean of the pre-integerized negative exponent ial distribution used 
to generate expected operation processing times was fixed at 5 units 
( i . e . ,  an expected service rate of . 2  operations per period) . The 
process of integerization increased the mean service time to 5 . 5 , or an 
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expected rate of . 1 81 operations per period . The summation of the 
expected proces s ing t imes with the deviational values (as previously 
discussed) tended to offset that effect somewhat , and the true mean of 
the integerized processing t imes ended up as approximately 5 . 2  units . 
Given the fixed integerized processing t ime distribut ion, the 
des i red means for the negative exponential distribut ions that generated 
the t imes between j ob arrivals were determined as the values which ( in 
pilot s imulations ) yielded 7 5 %  utili zation and 9 0 %  utilization, 
respectively . These means turned out to be 2 . 5  periods for the 7 5 %  
utilizat ion environment and 2 . 0  periods f o r  the 9 0 %  utilizat ion 
envi ronment , on a pre-integerized basis . Integerizat ion shifted those 
means to 2 . 5  periods and 3 . 0  periods , respectively . 
Duplication of this shop without integerization should, of 
course, use the post-integerized means given above for underlying 
distribut ions . The minor shape effects to the underlying theoretical 
distributions caused by the integerization process ( i . e . ,  from smooth to 
discrete profiles ) were not expected to have any s ignificant 
e ffects,  due to previous research on the insensit ivity of shop 
performance characteristics to changes in underlying distributions 
( Elve r s ,  1 9 7 4 ) . Informal parallel simulat ions conducted without 
integeri zat ion supported the previous research findings . Table 3 . 1  
displays f requency tables of  operation processing t imes and t imes 
between j ob arrivals for one of the job st reams used in this research . 
Stage 1 .  - In order to achieve a steady state prior to data 
collection, the shop was pre-loaded with the same job set prior to each 
s imulation . This pre-load set was generated from a s imulation using the 
neutral FCFS ( f i rst -come-first -served) dispatching rule under conditions 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
Value 1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  
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Table 3 . 1  
Frequency Tables of  Selected Characteristics 
of  a Typical Stream of 1 8 0 0  Jobs 
Frequency : Frequency : Frequency :  Frequency : 
Number of Machine Times Expected 
Tasks Per Assignment Between Operation 
Job by Task Jobs P rocess ing 
Times 
2 9 6  7 9 1  7 5 1  1 1 2 4  
3 3 3  7 8 0  4 0 3  8 8 2  
2 9 9  7 9 1  2 4 5  7 5 5  
2 7 2  7 9 0 1 6 5  6 3 1  
3 0 9  8 0 7  8 6  5 3 1  
2 9 1  7 5 5  60 4 1 5  
7 7 6  3 3  325  
7 4 8  2 2  2 9 6  
1 3  2 2 6  
6 1 9 8  
1 1  1 7 4  
1 123  
1 92 
0 8 4  
1 68  
0 63 
2 4 0  
4 0  
2 6  
2 8  
2 2  
2 0  
1 2  
1 0  
1 4  
1 4  
2 
5 
2 
1 6  
4 8  
Frequency :  
Actual 
Operation 
P rocessing 
Times 
1 6 7 9  
6 9 1  
6 1 9  
5 6 8  
4 6 8  
3 7 6  
3 5 9  
2 4 8  
2 3 6  
1 7 6  
152 
126 
92 
83 
6 4  
53 
52 
2 4  
3 4  
2 9  
2 3  
1 3  
12 
17  
13 
3 
7 
2 
3 
1 6  
of an expected 83% machine utilization . The FCFS rule was used to 
generate the pre-load set due to its lack of direct dependence on any 
job characteristics or stated due dates . Further, no statistics were 
collected on the first 300  jobs in each simulat ion ; Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  used 
this s ame cutoff point . Data was collected on jobs 3 0 1  through 1 3 0 0 ,  
inclusive . Each simulation continued until all of the jobs in this 
window were completed . 
The assumpt ion that allowance policies are f ree f rom external 
constraints is crucial to the significance of this study . Given a 
particular combination of dispatching rule and general allowance 
structure ( under a particular shop envi ronment ) ,  the shop is free to 
choose the optimal specific allowance equation based on steady state 
performance characteristics of the shop . The sole purpose of this first 
stage of  data gene ration is the determination of that specific allowance 
equation for each cell of each mat rix . 
Extensive evaluation of various forms of allowance dete rmination 
equat ions yielded forms of a local allowance estimator and a global 
allowance estimator that , in general ,  produce opt ima l or near optimal 
accuracy over all cells . The form of the local allowance equation is 
where : 
a .  
� 
a .  
� 
TPT . � 
NOP . � 
a + � ( TPT . )  + �2 (NOP . )  + �3 (TPT . 2 )  + �4 (NOP , 2 ) ,  1 � � � � (3 . 2 )  
estimated allowance for j ob i 
total required estimated process ing t ime for j ob i 
number of operations in j ob i .  
The form of the allowance equation for cells that allow the due 
date determinat ion procedure to incorporate global variables is 
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where : a .  � 
TPT . 
� 
ai = a + � l ( TPTi ) + �2 (TWIQi ) + �3 ( TWISMi ) 
+ � 4 (TPTi
2 ) + � 5 (TWIQi
2 ) ,  
estimated allowance for j ob i 
total required estimated processing t ime for j ob i 
( 3 . 3 ) 
TWIQ . 
� total required est imated proces sing t ime for operations 
in queue along the routing of job i 
TWISM . 
� t otal required estimated process ing t ime for operations 
elsewhere in the shop that require machines that are 
required by job i .  
Mult iple regres sion analyses are used to estimate the 
coefficients in the above equat ions for each cell . As expected, 
correlations between variables and their squared terms were high 
( often above . 9 ) ,  and correlations among other pairs of independent 
variables were often as high as . 5 .  Since deviations f rom the necessary 
independence as sumpt ion underlying formal regression ana lysis therefore 
exist to s ome degree in each dete rmination, no standard regress ion 
inferences are made based upon these regres sion procedures . Instead, 
regress ion analysis is used here merely as a tool for producing a good 
allowance estimator equation to be evaluated by further analyses . 
Further ,  in cells where the iterative process is beneficial 
( i . e . ,  those with global allowance policies ) ,  ana lysis showed that , in 
general , s ignificant incremental improvement s in accuracy were achieved 
through s ix cycle s ,  but not thereafter .  This i s  discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4 .  The iterative procedure ,  therefore , is carried through the 
s ixth cycle in all s imulations with global allowance policies . As 
indicated by Phase 1 analyses , no iteration is implemented in 
s imulations that use local allowance policies . The choice of general 
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allowance equation forms and the determination of six cycles as optimal 
are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 .  
Stage 1 of  the data generation is complete after the specific 
allowance equation for each cell is determined . Each of the simulations 
performed in Stage 1 use the same job st ream, modified only to the 
extent required by the particular cell environment . For example, the 
j ob stream used for a particular cell in a 9 0 %  utilization environment 
is ident ical t o  the job st ream used for the corresponding cell in a 7 5% 
environment , except that each time between job arrivals is drawn from an 
integerized negative exponent ial distribution with a smaller mean ( the 
percentile posit ion in each distribution, however,  is ident ica l ) . 
Stage 2 .  - The purpose of Stage 2 is to generate multiple 
observations per cell in order to provide indications of performance 
reliability and to permit valid statistical comparisons of performance 
among cells . Twenty simulations are run per cell, us ing twenty 
dif ferent j ob st reams , matched among cells as discussed previously . As 
in Stage 1 ,  the shop is pre-loaded prior to each simulation, and data is 
collected only on j obs 3 0 1  through 1 3 0 0 ,  inclus ive . 
While only four inaccuracy measures per simulat ion ( VAR, MSL, 
MAL, and SQL) pertain directly to stated hypotheses , other data such as 
observed machine utilizations and mean latenesses were stored and 
analyzed . These incidental data provided useful insights into the 
characteristics of the dispatching rules and allowance policies under 
particular shop environments . 
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Simulation Validation 
The simulation p�ogram was validated by two methods . First , 
shop status details were examined at each successive time period for a 
series of jobs with known characteristics . This verified that the j obs 
a rrived and moved through the shop properly and that result ing 
statistics were accurate . 
Further,  the shop was recreated using the GPSS simulation 
programming language by D r .  Richard Redmond of Virginia Commonwealth 
Universit y .  Summary cha racteristics of FORTRAN and GPSS simulations 
were compared which verified that similar results were produced for 
ident ical shop environment s .  Table 3 . 2  displays examples of selected 
shop characteristic distributions . 
Data Analysis 
Two important previous studies that examined factorial designs 
are those by Kanet ( 1 9 7 9 )  and Conway ( 1 9 65 a ) . Both studies avoided 
statistical analysis of results due to concerns about non-normality, 
serial autocorrelation, and other systematic e ffect s .  Neither study, 
however,  generated multiple observations of the object ive measure per 
cell with which to perform valid statist ical test s . 
Although Ragat z and Habert ( 1 9 8 4 )  did generate multiple , matched 
observations in different cell s ,  the technique used to compare cells on 
a pairwise basis was a t-test . As only five observations per cell were 
generated, the marked non-normality of raw observations within each cell 
do not support st rongly the assumpt ion required for this technique . 
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Table 3 . 2  
Selected Shop Characteristic Frequency Tables 
Twenty Simulations 
Machine Maximum 
Ut ilization Freg Shog Load Freg 
8 5 %  1 35 - 4 9  2 
8 6 %  1 50 - 6 4  5 
8 7 %  2 65 - 7 9  8 
8 8 %  2 8 0  - 9 4  3 
8 9 %  3 9 5  - 1 0 9  2 
9 0 %  5 
9 1 %  3 
9 2 %  2 
9 3 %  1 
Maximum Average 
Queue Length Freg Queue Length Freg 
9 - 1 1  7 3 . 7 5  - 4 . 9 9 4 
1 2  - 1 4  2 9  5 . 0 0 - 6 . 2 4  5 
1 5  - 17 34 6 . 2 5 - 7 . 4 9  6 
1 8  - 2 0  2 5  7 . 5 0 - 8 . 7 4  5 
2 1  - 2 3  1 8  
2 4  - 2 6  1 9  
2 7  - 2 9  5 
3 0  - 3 2  7 
3 3  - 3 5  6 
3 6  - 3 8  5 
3 9  - 4 1  2 
4 2  - 4 4  3 
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Data in Phase 1 and Phase 2 are analyzed by pairwise cell 
comparisons us ing the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test . This technique is 
preferred to its parametric analog, the t -tes t ,  due to the ext reme 
positive skew of  the data . 
The wilcoxon technique, however,  is too limited to adequately 
address by itself the larger and more complex st ructure of the matrix in 
Phase 3 of  the research . Although tests directly pertaining to most 
stated hypotheses would entail a comparison of only two t reatments ,  
address ing the significance of overall t reatment effects and 
interact ions is necessary to test Hypothesis 5 ,  as well as beneficial 
in terms of  general informat ion . 
The 9 6 0  observations in Matrix 3 ,  therefore , are analyzed in the 
context of stated hypotheses by a stepwise multiple regression 
procedure . The regression uses , as potential independent variable s ,  one 
scalar variable (mean lateness)  and 4 6  dummy variables representing 
dispatching rule s ,  allowance policy classes , shop environment s ,  job 
st reams , and interactions . A separate regres sion analysis is performed 
on each of  the four inaccuracy penalty measure s ,  using ten t imes the 
natural logarithm of the appropriate measure (due to favorable res idual 
behavior and scaling) as the dependent variable . 
Appendix D displays the specific independent variables made 
available to the stepwise procedure . These consist of mean lateness , 
nineteen dummy variables representing job streams , one dummy variable 
representing allowance policy class,  one dummy variable representing 
utilizat ion level,  one dummy variable representing the assumption 
invoked on actual processing t imes,  five dummy variables representing 
dispatching rules,  eighteen dummy variables representing second order 
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interact ions ,  and one dummy variable representing a third order 
interaction . 
Residual analyses showed that , in general, assumptions 
underlying regression theory were not significantly violated . 
Multicolinearity among independent variables was , of course, expected to 
a degree because of  the nature of the independent variables (dummy 
variable set s ) . The stepwise procedure , however ,  served to minimize 
effects of colinearity . 
Conclusions from the regress ion procedures that pertain to the 
stated hypotheses were augmented by multiple wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests . 
The regression analyses , the res idual analyses , and the supporting use 
of the wilcoxon procedure are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 .  
Summary 
For each of 2 9 6  cells in various factorial designs , job shop 
simulations and regression techniques are used to specify near-optimal 
allowance policy equat ions . Twenty simulat ions a re run per cell, based 
on twenty job streams (matched among cells)  and the specified allowance 
equat ion . Stated hypotheses are tested by use of a stepwise multiple 
regression procedure and the conclusions verified by use of mUltiple 
wilcoxon Signed Rank tests . 
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Chapter 4 
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Results 
The first sect ion of  this chapter discusses the determination of 
the forms of  the allowance equations used in the research . The 
following two sections discuss results from Phase 1 and Phase 2 ,  
respectively . The final section provides a chapter summary . 
Allowance Equation Forms 
The forms of allowance equations used in this research for local 
and global allowance policies were given in Equations 3 . 2  and 3 . 3 , 
respect ively . Numerous alternat ive forms were evaluated, from which 
these two were selected as being generally optimal . 
Potential predictor variables in allowance equations can be 
based either on amount of processing t ime involved ( for example, total 
proces sing t ime in a particular queue) or on number of  operations/ j obs 
( for example , number of j obs in a particular queue ) . The form selected 
for local allowance policies ( Equation 3 . 2 )  includes variables of both 
types . 
The form ( Equat ion 3 . 3 ) selected for global allowance policies ,  
however,  consists solely o f  t ime-related variables . pilot evaluations 
indicated that inclus ion of variables based on numbers of operations or 
tasks did not contribute to predictive power . 
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This indication is not surpris ing . Analogous variables of the 
two types largely address the same job or shop characteristics,  and are 
expected to be positively correlated. For example , over all jobs in a 
s imulation, the number of operations per job would be positively 
correlated with the total processing t ime per job . In the local 
allowance policy form, each of the two specific variables j ust mentioned 
contribute enough unique information to warrant inclusion . In the 
global allowance policy form, however,  the several included time-related 
variables ( each of which are logically related to the number of 
operations per j ob ,  for instance ) combine to explain enough of the 
variat ion in variables such as the number of operations per job as to 
make their inclusion superfluous . 
Note that , in the forms selected, characteristics are 
aggregated over all operations in a job ( for example, the variable TPT
i 
represents the sum of required operation processing t imes for all 
operations in j ob i ) . Other allowance forms that were evaluated but not 
selected for use entailed individual (disaggregated) operation 
characterist ics . These alternate forms were more complex and did not 
appear to contribute to predict ive power . An example of such a policy 
form is : 
a .  lo 
Cl + � ( TPT . ) + . . . + � (TPT . ) 1 lo , l z lo ,  Z 
+ � ( TWIQ . ) + . . .  + �2 ( TWIQ . ) z+l lo , l z lo , z 
+ � (TWISM . ) + . . .  + �3 ( TWISM . ) ,  2 z + 1  lo , l z lo , z 
( 4 . 1 ) 
where there are z operations in job i ,  and : 
a .  lo 
TPTi, k 
estimated al lowance for job i 
process ing t ime required for operation k of job i 
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TW1Qi , k  
TWISMi , k  
total processing t ime o f  operations in the queue of 
the machine required by operation k of  job i 
total processing t ime of operations elsewhere in the 
shop that require the machine required by operation k 
of job i .  
Other variables evaluated but not included in the selected forms 
were total work in the shop, total number of jobs in the shop, and total 
number of operat ions in the shop . Also evaluated but not included were 
interactions such as total work in the shop t imes the number of 
operations in a j ob . 
The form of the allowance policy termed RMR in the research of 
Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 )  was given in Equation 3 . 1 .  Note that this 
form includes both aggregate and operation-specific variables .  As is 
discussed in detail in a later section, the simpler and completely 
aggregated global form given in Equation 3 . 3  outperformed the RMR form 
in terms of completion inaccuracy penalties in this current research . 
The early finish time of any operation k of any job i as of its 
arrival at the shop is defined as 
where : EFTik 
r .  
� 
EFTik 
( 4 . 2 )  
the earliest possible finish t ime for operation k 
of job i as of the job' s arrival at the shop 
the arrival t ime of job i at the shop 
the required process ing t ime of operation z of j ob 
i .  
Without prior knowledge o f  a llowance equation coefficient s ,  one 
cannot rule out the possibility of an est imated due date being earlier 
than the appropriate early finish t ime, although with an intelligently 
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set a llowance equation this should be a highly improbable occurrence . 
Therefore , a l l  a llowance procedures in this research add the constraint 
that any due date that is earlier than the appropriate early finish time 
is set to that early finish time . Note that this is not a dynamic 
proce s s ,  and is done only once, upon a job' s arrival at the shop . 
Phase 1 
The f i rst phase of the research addresses Hypothesis 1 and 
investigates whether an iterat ive simulation-regression procedure 
provides lower inaccuracy penalty measures than a single simulation­
regression procedure . The assumptions under which Phase 1 simulations 
were run reflected 9 0 %  expected utili zation, actual process ing times 
equal to expected process ing times ,  and operation allowances dete rmined 
by allocating total job allowances in proportion to operation processing 
times . These assumpt ions are cons idered standards of existing j ob shop 
research . 
As previously discussed, the rationale behind the hypothesi zed 
bene fits of an iterative process is based on the fact that for a 
dispatching rule that incorporates the job due date in the selection 
proce s s ,  two simulations run under two different allowance policies can 
produce different sets of general scheduling characteristics . By bas ing 
an a llowance equation on the results of a single simulation that was run 
under an a rbitrary allowance policy, the shop will not have had an 
" opportunity to adapt" to the general tendencies of the interaction 
between the a llowance policy and the dispatching rule used . It is 
hypothes ized that an iterat ive process produces successive allowance 
policies that tend to converge to stability, resulting in lower 
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completion inaccuracy penalties associated with the eventual policy 
evaluated. 
convergence to Stability 
The theory of  convergence was supported by Phase 1 analyses . 
While convergence did not appear to be a monotonic process,  allowance 
policies produced by succes sive simulations later in an iterat ive 
process tended to be more similar than those produced by successive 
simulations at the beginning of an iterat ive process . 
Figure 4 . 1  displays an example of convergence to stability, over 
the first ten cycles of the iterat ive procedure , of the global allowance 
policy form defined in Equation 3 . 3 .  This chart presents the sets of 
standardized regress ion coefficients generated by success ive cycles 
using the dispatching rule CR, under the standard assumptions previously 
stated . The standardized regression coefficients tended to change more 
radically in the first several cycles than thereafter ; a measure of 
stability was apparent ly achieved after the first s ix or seven cycles . 
Table 4 . 1  addresses to what extent two iterat ive sequences , 
under the same envi ronment but sta rting with two vastly different 
init ial allowance policies,  approach each other . The first column 
present s the allowance coefficients from the first and ninth cycles ,  
us ing the standard arbitrary init ial allowance policy of  6 t imes the 
total process ing t ime required by the job .  The second column presents 
the corresponding coef ficient sets from the iterat ive series initialized 
with the a llowance policy -6 times the total process ing time required by 
the j ob . This allowance policy, of course, is unreal istic as it as signs 
negative a llowances to j obs . Further, the larger the processing time 
6 0  
Standardized 
Regression 
Coef ficients 
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Figure 4 . 1  
Standardized Regress ion Coefficients 
Dispatching Rule CR, Cycle 1 - Cycle 1 0  
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Cycle Number 
--0-- TPT ······0····· TWIQ 
- -/::, - . TWISM 
• . •  '1.' . . TPT2 _ ... <>-.... TWIQ2 
Cycle 1 
Cycle 9 
Table 4 . 1  
Allowance Equation Coefficients : 
Cycles from Iterat ions Using Different 
Initial Allowance Equations 
Initial 
Coeff icients 6 . 0 *TPT 
Intercept -2 5 . 3 6 1 2  
TPT 3 . 87 4 3  
TWIQ . 5 0 0 1  
TWISM . 02 8 3  
TPT2 . 02 9 8  
TWIQ2 - . 0 0 0 6  
Coefficient s 6 . 0 *TPT 
Intercept - 1 4 . 0 6 93 
TPT . 5 8 3 6  
TWIQ . 1 6 5 4  
TWISM . 0 9 5 6  
TPT 2 . 07 1 1  
TWIQ 2 . 0 0 1 9  
6 2  
Equation 
- 6 . 0 *TPT 
2 5 . 53 1 1  
. 1 1 7 5  
1 . 0 4 4 0  
. 07 0 7  
. 0 1 4 0  
- . 0 0 1 7  
-6 . 0 *TPT 
-23 . 7 9 1 8  
. 8 997  
. 2 6 7 8  
. 1 651  
. 0 4 5 0  
. 0 012  
required by a particular job i s ,  the more negative is the allowance 
a s signed to that job . Therefore, the ranking of allowances under this 
initial policy is exactly the oppos ite of the ranking of allowances 
produced by the first init ial policy . 
One sees that while the coefficient sets from the first cycle 
differ in several ma jor respects f rom each other ( note especially the 
intercepts and the TPT coefficient s ) , by the ninth iterative cycle the 
two coefficient sets have become similar in that the respective 
coefficients are of the same sign and roughly the same magnitude . These 
results give indications that the iterat ive process not only stabilizes 
allowance equations given an init ial policy, but also drives allowance 
equations toward a common coefficient set regardless of the init ial 
allowance policy used . 
Effects of Iteration on Penalty Measures 
The fact that an iterat ive proces s  apparently produces 
succes s ively more stable allowance equations has little relevance to the 
stated research problem unless this convergence to stability manifests 
itself in systematic beneficial effects on result ing inaccuracy penalty 
measures . The presence and nature of such systematic effects can be 
evaluated by examining, for each of the four penalty measures addressed 
in this research, the medians of the measures produced by the twenty 
evaluatory s imulations under each dispatching rule/ al lowance policy/ 
iteration cycle combination, as well as performing pairwise statistical 
tests of s ignificance using the Wilcoxon Procedure . 
Results indicate that the effects of iteration are different for 
local allowance policy forms than for global allowance policy forms . 
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Evaluations of iterat ive effects ,  therefore, are presented separately 
for each of these two general classes of allowance pOlicies . All 
simulations performed in Phase 1 analyses are under the " standard" 
environment of 9 0 %  expected utilization, known actual processing times, 
and operation a llowances set by allocating total job allowances among 
operations in proportion to the operations' respect ive required 
processing times . 
Local Allowance Policies . Figures 4 . 2  through 4 . 5 present the 
median s ,  by cycle and by dispatching rule, of the penalty measures VAR, 
MSL ,  MAL, and SQL, respectively . Again, each point represents the 
median of the appropriate measures produced by twenty evaluatory 
simulations using local allowance pOlicies . 
These charts present little or no compelling evidence of any 
systematic beneficial effects of iteration on penalty measures using 
local a llowance policy forms . Apparent tendencies range f rom cyclical 
movement s ( for example , with the dispatching rule CR for the measures 
VAR, MSL, and MAL) to monotonic upward pressures on penalties ( for 
example, with the dispatching rule OPSLK for the measures MSL and MAL) . 
The impressions given by the chart s are supported by pairwise 
statistical comparisons of  the point s ,  which show few statistically 
significant differences between success ive cycles . Table 4 . 2  displays 
the significance levels of all pairwise compa risons of the median 
variances produced by the first six cycles using the dispatching rule 
EOO . Note that no two successive values are statistically different 
from each other,  based on the wilcoxon Signed Rank test . 
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Figure 4 . 2  
Median VAR Penalty Measu·res 
Local Allowance Policy, 9 0 %  Utilization 
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Figure 4 . 3  
Median MSL Penalty Measures 
Local Allowance Policy, 9 0 %  Ut ili zat ion 
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Figure 4 . 4  
Median MAL Penalty Measures 
Local Allowance Policy, 9 0 %  Ut ili zation 
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Figure 4 . 5  
Median SQL Measures 
Local Allowance Policy, 9 0 %  Utilizat ion 
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Cycle 
Table 4 . 2  
VAR Comparisons Between Cycles Under EDD 
Local Allowance Policy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Ut ilization, Known Actual Processing Times ) 
Median 
Cycle � 
1 1 7 4 0  
2 1 8 5 3  
3 1 6 8 8  
4 1 7 5 9  
5 1 7 8 7  
6 1 7 7 5  
Level of  Significance of Pairwise Cycle Differences 
( Two-tai led Wilcoxan Signed Rank Test)  
Cycle 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . 97 0 2  
3 . 43 3 0  . 65 4 2  
4 . 57 5 5  . 55 0 3  . 47 8 1  
5 • . 6 5 4 2  . 6 8 1 3  . 52 5 7  . 9702  
6 . 7 652 . 9 4 0 5  . 8 8 1 3  . 4 1 1 5  . 65 4 2  
6 9  
Global Allowance Policies . Figures 4 . 6  through 4 . 9  present the 
penalty median/cycle charts for the four penalty measure s ,  respectively, 
using global a llowance policy forms . Unlike the analogous charts using 
local forms , these charts display a strong general tendency for the 
early stages of the iterat ive process to produce success ively lower 
median penalty measures , as hypothes i zed . In fact , the only case in 
which the median penalty measures do not generally decrease throughout 
the iterat ive process is the penalty measure SQL with the dispatching 
rule SLACK . 
These charts provide several strong visual indications . The 
ma jority of benefits apparently occur in the fi rst few cycles, with the 
median penalty measures apparently asymptotica lly (though not 
necessarily monotonically) approaching a lower limit . Virtually all 
benefits a re achieved, generally, by the fifth or sixth cycle . 
The dispatching rules EDD and SLACK seem to perform similarly, 
producing higher measures of inaccuracy penalties than the other four 
dispatching rules . For the measures VAR, MSL, and MAL, the dispatching 
rule CR produces the lowest inaccuracy penalty measures in later cycles , 
with the dispatching rules EOPDD, OPSLK, and OPCR performing similarly 
to each other . The relat ive performances of the six dispatching rules 
a re evaluated quantitatively in chapter 5 .  
The penalty measure SQL appears to react differently to the 
iterat ive process than do the other three measures . The beneficial 
e ffects of  iterat ion seem less compelling, and the successive median 
measures seem to exhibit more unsystematic variation . 
These characteristics , unique to SQL in this resea rch, are 
explainable and were anticipated . Early and late completions are 
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penalized symmetrically under the penalty functions VAR, MSL, and MAL 
( about the mean lateness in the first function and about zero lateness 
in the last two functions ) .  Under SQL, however,  early completions are 
penalized according to a linear function while posit ive latenesses are 
penalized according to a quadratic function . 
This non-symmetrical penalty ass ignment results in SQL being 
highly sensitive to the observed mean lateness in any given simulat ion . 
In the lateness ranges existing in this research, simulations in which 
the observed mean latenesses ended up as less than zero produced 
systematically lower SQL measures than s imulations in which posit ive 
mean latenesses occurred . SQL measures,  therefore, were often more 
erratic ( for example , the dispatching rule EDD in Figure 4 . 9 ) than 
corresponding VAR, MSL, and MAL measures . In one case (the dispatching 
rule SLACK in Figure 4 . 9 ) ,  the phenomenon of iteration producing 
success ively higher mean latenesses overpowered the inherent ly 
bene ficial effects of  iteration and produced the previously discussed 
upward pressure on median SQL measures . 
The visual indications provided by Figures 4 . 6  through 4 . 9  that 
success ive iterat ive cycles generally produce success ively lower 
completion inaccuracy penalties are st rongly supported by pairwise 
statistical comparisons . Whereas under local allowance policy forms 
there were only occasional systematic statistically significant 
differences between successive cyc les , under global allowance policy 
forms the penalty measure decreases produced by iteration are systematic 
and statistically significant . Table 4 . 3  displays, for the dispatching 
rule EDD, the median penalty measures for each cycle . Further,  for each 
cycle in the iterat ive series,  the table notes which other cycles in the 
7 5  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
1 0  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
1 0  
Table 4 . 3  
Penalty Comparisons Between Cycles Under EDD 
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Utilization , Known Actual Processing Times ) 
Median Median 
--'lruL Cycle 
� 
1 1 4 9  2 3 • 5 6 7 8 • l O  1 1 1 4 9  2 3 • 
B 9 4  3 • 5 6 7 8 • l O  2 9 0 4  3 • 
B 4 9  • 5 6 7 8 • l O  3 B B O  • 
B 0 6  6 7 8 • l O  4 B 4 5  
7 B 6  6 7 • • l O  5 7 9 5  
7 5 0  6 7 5 3  
7 4 4  7 7 5 5  
7 2 4  B 7 5 9  
6 9 5  9 7 0 3  
7 5 3  1 0  7 5 7  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
2 4 . 5  2 3 • 5 6 7 • • l O  1 5 4 2  
2 1 . 5  3 • 5 6 7 • • l O  2 4 B 7  3 • 
2 0 . 7 • 5 6 7 8 • l O  3 3 6 6  
2 0 . 3  6 7 • • 1 0 4 4 62 
2 0 . 2  6 7 8 • 5 4 7 2  
1 9 . 4  6 3 3 3  
1 9 . 4  7 4 1 0  
1 9 . 2  B 4 3 5  
1 B . B  9 3 6 2  
1 9 . 6  1 0  4 2 5  
7 6  
5 6 7 8 • l O  
5 6 7 8 • l O  
5 6 7 8 • l O  
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
series were s ignificantly less ( in terms of the appropriate penalty 
measures )  than that cycle . All comparisons are based on a one tailed 
wilcoxon Signed Rank test , using . 0 5 as the probability of a type I 
erro r .  
The superscripts by the median penalty measure i n  any cycle 
indicate which other cycles were s ignificantly less than that particular 
cycle . For example , for the measure VAR one sees that the median of the 
twenty variances produced by the first cycle was 1 1 4 9 ,  and that the 
variances produced in this cycle were significantly larger than those of 
cycles two through ten, inclus ive . The median variance produced by the 
f ifth cycle was 7 8 6 ,  which was significantly larger than cycles six 
through ten, inclusive . The variances produced by cycles six through 
ten, however ,  were not significantly different from each othe r .  
The patterns of significant pairwise differences for the other 
f ive dispatching rules are s imilar to those of EDD shown in Table 4 . 3 ,  
and strongly support the hypothesis o f  iteration generally producing 
success ively lower penalty measures under global allowance policy forms . 
Under this hypothesis,  one would expect measures produced in any cycle 
to tend to be s ignificantly greater than or equal to those in subsequent 
cycles,  and s ignificant ly less than those in few ( if any) subsequent 
cycles . While the analogous tables for the other five dispatching rules 
are not shown here, a complete set of tables is provided in Appendix E .  
As previously discussed, Figures 4 . 6  through 4 . 9  give visual 
indications that the ma jority of benefits from iteration occur in the 
first f ive or s ix cyc les . Further, the data shown in Table 4 . 3  and in 
Appendix E provide indications of the point in the iterat ive process 
77 
at which the incremental benefits of an additional cycle become 
insignificant . 
Again , refer to the penalty measure VAR in Table 4 . 3 .  One sees 
that the first cycle was significantly greater ( in terms of the penalty 
measure ) than 1 0 0 %  (nine out of nine) of all other cycles . The fourth 
cycle was significantly greater than 5 6 %  ( f ive out of nine ) of all other 
cycles . The sixth cycle was significantly greater than no other cycles . 
Under the hypothesized iteration effect s ,  one would expect this 
"greater than" percentage to decrease throughout the iteration process 
unt il marginal bene fits become insignificant . For the measure VAR in 
Table 4 . 3 , this threshold of insignificance appears to occur at the 
sixth cycle . Figure 4 . 1 0 displays the within-series "greater than" 
percentages,  aggregated across all dispatching rules,  for VAR, MSL, MAL, 
SQL, and the four measures combined . Although one again sees the 
somewhat more erratic nature of SQL, the figure displays a st rong 
indication that marginal benefits from iteration occur through the sixth 
cycle , but not thereafter . 
The iterat ion process produces other systematic beneficial 
e ffects in terms of lateness penalties . Not only do successive cycles 
produce successive ly lower penalty measures , but the dispersion of the 
twenty observations produced at each success ive cycle is also decreased . 
Figure 4 . 1 1 displays an example of this bene fit, in the form of the 
standard deviations of the twenty VAR observations for each cycle and 
dispatching rule . Similar patterns exist for the other three penalty 
measures . 
7 8  
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Discuss ion of Global vs . Local Effects . The fact that us ing an 
iterat ive process in allowance equation determination provides benefits 
under global allowance policy forms but not under local allowance policy 
forms is not unexpected.  An examination of the ordinates in Figures 4 . 2 
through 4 . 9  indicates that allowance estimators that are l imited to 
local variables are considerably cruder than those that also incorporate 
global variables . The nature of the iterat ive process itself is one of 
fine tuning; a good init ial solution is improved upon by process 
repet ition . Local allowance policy estimators s imply are not sensit ive 
enough to exploit the potential benefits of iterat ion . 
Consider the f irst two cycles of an iterative procedure . Since 
the same incoming job st ream is presented to each cycle , any given job i 
arrives at the same t ime in the second cycle as in the first and has 
identical operation characterist ics . Therefore, the only factors 
relevant to allowance determinat ion that have changed f rom the first 
cycle to the second cycle as of the arrival of j ob i are shop related 
factors . Global allowance policies explicitly account for these shop 
factors, whereas local allowance policies do not . It is logical, 
therefore , to  expect global allowance estimators to be more sensitive to 
the effects of  iteration than local allowance est imators . 
Tests of Hypothesis 1 
Table 4 . 4  displays the formal tests that address whether or not , 
under global allowance policy forms , allowance policies determined from 
an iterat ive process produce significantly lower inaccuracy penalties 
than policies determined f rom a single pilot simulation ( cycle 1 
policies ) .  For each of  the four penalty measures within each 
8 1  
Table 4 . 4  
Phase 1 Statistical Comparisons 
Allowance Policy Determination by 
Single P ilot (Cycle 1 )  vs . Iterative Process (Cycle 6 )  
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Utilizat ion, Known Actual Processing Times)  
EDD 
SLACK 
CR 
EOPDD 
OPSLK 
OPCR 
Cycle 1 Cycle 6 
var 1 1 4 9  7 5 0  
msl 1 1 4 9  7 5 3  
mal 2 4 . 5  1 9 . 4  
sql 542  333  
var 1 0 0 6  625  
msl 1 0 7 9  6 5 6  
mal 2 4 . 1  1 9 . 0  
sql 352  404  
var 7 5 2  3 92 
msl 7 92 3 9 4  
mal 1 7 . 9  1 3 . 5  
sql 3 0 5  2 1 7  
var 1 0 0 1  4 8 4  
msl 1 1 5 8  5 1 2  
mal 2 4 . 5  1 6 . 1  
sql 3 0 8  1 9 1  
var 1 0 1 6  5 0 2  
msl 1 1 3 8  5 0 7  
mal 2 4 . 7  1 6 . 2  
sql 3 9 6  2 5 7  
var 8 97 4 8 0  
msl 952 4 8 6  
mal 1 9 . 8  1 4 . 7  
sql 3 1 4  2 2 4  
l One-tailed HO : Cycle 1 $ Cycle 6 
H1 : Cycle 1 > Cycle 6 
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P-Values 1 
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
. 0 0 4 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
. 6 4 5 0  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
. 0 1 8 3  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
. 0 0 1 1  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
. 0 0 1 8  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  
. 0 0 2 0  
dispatching rule , the twenty observations from the first cycle are 
tested against the twenty observations from the sixth cycle using a one­
t ailed wilcoxon Signed Rank test . The column labelled "P -value" shows 
the level of significance at which the sixth cycle is less than the 
first cycle in terms of the penalty measures . 
With the exception of the previously noted case of SQL under the 
dispatching rule SLACK ( where there is no significant difference between 
the first cycle and the sixth cycle ) , every test shows that penalty 
values f rom the sixth cycle are significantly less than those from the 
f irst cycle . The median percentage decreases in the penalty measures 
VAR, MSL ,  MAL, and SQL a re 4 7 % ,  5 0 % ,  2 6 % ,  and 3 2 % ,  respectively . 
Significant benefits are produced by the use of an iterat ive procedure 
in setting allowance equat ions . 
Phase 2 
Recall that in cases where operation-based dispatching rules 
have been evaluated, it has been common practice in past research to set 
operation allowances by allocat ing a total job allowance among 
ope rations , usually in proportion to their respective operation 
processing t imes . Hypothesis 2 proposes that , with an effective 
a llowance estimator,  increased accuracy result s from estimating 
cumulative operation allowances directly f rom the allowance equation . 
Phase 2 of this research addresses Hypothesis 2 .  
Tests of Hypothesis 2 
As with the effects of iteration tested in Phase 1 ,  benefits 
afforded by direct est imation of operation allowances appear to differ 
8 3  
between local allowance policy forms and global allowance policy forms . 
Tables 4 . 5  and 4 . 6  display the results of the Wilcoxon tests of 
Hypothesis 2 for local and global allowance policy forms , respectively . 
Both tables represent environments of 9 0 %  expected utili zation and 
actual processing t imes that are known as of a job' s arrival at the 
shop . Based on Phase 1 analyse s ,  simulations under local a llowance 
policy forms are first cycle simulation s ,  whereas those under global 
forms a re sixth cycle simulat ions . 
The tests in Table 4 . 5  indicate that direct est imation of 
operat ion allowances neither increased nor decreased inaccuracy 
penalties on a systematic basis unde r local allowance policy forms . For 
the measures VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL under the dispatching rule EOPDD , 
direct estimation significantly decreased inaccuracy penalties . For the 
measure SQL under OPSLK and the measures MAL and SQL under OPCR, direct 
estimat ion significantly increased inaccuracy pena lties . For all other 
combinations of  penalty measures and dispatching rules there were no 
statist ically significant differences . As with the effects of 
iteration, local allowance policy forms do not appear sensitive enough 
to exploit potential advantages of direct estimat ion . 
The tests in Table 4 . 6 , however,  indicate that direct estimation 
provides consistently significant benefits in terms of inaccuracy 
penalties under global allowance policy forms . In each of the twelve 
combinations of dispatching rules and penalty measures,  inaccuracy 
penalties associated with direct est imation of operation allowances are 
significantly lower than those associated with proportional allocat ion 
of job a llowances . The median percentage decreases in the penalty 
8 4  
Table 4 . 5  
Phase 2 Statistical Comparisons 
Operation Allowance Determination by 
Allocation vs . Direct Estimation 
Local Allowance Policy Forms , Cycle 1 Simulat ions 
( 9 0 %  Ut ilizat ion, Known Actual Process ing Times)  
EOPDD 
OP SLK 
OPCR 
Job Allowance Direct 
Allocat ion Estimation P-Value s '  
var 1 7 1 3  1 6 1 1  . 0 4 3 0  
msl 1 9 5 7  1 B 0 9  . 0 0 0 2  
mal 3 3 . 4  32 . 4  . 0 0 0 4  
sql 5 9 9  5 6 9  . 0 152  
var 1 7 6 5  1727 . 4 4 0 7  
msl 1 9 5 5  1 9 6 2  . 7 4 92 
mal 3 4 . 0  3 3 . 4  . 1 7 5 4  
sql 6 67 B 0 1  . 9 9 9 4  
var 1 3 0 1  1 2 B 2  . 2 6 2 9  
msl 1 3 9 2  1 4 1 7  . B B 3 9  
mal 2 4 . 7  2 5 . 1  . 9 9 6 3  
sql 4 2 6  4 4 9  . 9 B 7 4  
' One-tailed HO : Allocation � Direct 
H1 : Allocation > Direct 
B 5  
Table 4 . 6  
Phase 2 Statistical Comparisons 
Operation Allowance Determination by 
Allocation vs . Direct Estimation 
Global Allowance Policy Forms , Cycle 6 Simulations 
( 9 0 %  Utilization, Known Actual Process ing Time s )  
EOPDD 
OPSLK 
OPCR 
Job Allowance Direct 
Allocation Estimation P -Values ' 
var 4 8 4  342  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
msl 512  374  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
mal 1 6 . 1  1 3 . 7  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
sql 1 9 1  1 2 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
var 5 0 2  3 8 0  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
msl 5 0 7  3 9 1  . 0 0 0 1  
mal 1 6 . 2  1 4 . 6  . 0 0 0 2  
sql 2 5 7  152  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
var 4 8 0  333  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
ms l 4 8 6  3 5 8  . 0 0 0 1  
mal 1 4 . 7  1 3 . 1  . 0 0 1 0  
sql 2 2 4  1 3 6  . 0 0 0 8  
' One-tailed HO : Allocation � Direct H1 : Allocation > Direct 
8 6  
measures VAR, MSL,  MAL, and SQL are 2 9 % ,  2 6 % ,  1 1 % ,  and 3 9 % ,  
respectively . 
Direct estimation therefore produces significant positive 
effects under global forms and no consistently positive or negative 
e f fects under local forms . In order to maintain procedural consistency, 
and since there are no compel ling reasons not to, all simulations 
performed in Phase 3 analyses use the direct estimation procedure . 
Summary 
Under global al lowance policy forms, determination of allowance 
equation coeff icients by -an iterat ive simulation-regression procedure 
significant ly reduces completion inaccuracy pena lties ( Hypothesis 1 ) , as 
well as reducing the dispersion of those penalties . The allowance 
equations generated by the iterative procedure tend to become 
success ively more stable as cycles are repeated . 
Under global allowance policy forms and operation-based due 
dates ,  direct estimation of cumulat ive operation allowances in setting 
due dates produces significantly lower completion inaccuracy penalties 
than allocat ion of  total j ob allowances among operations in proportion 
to their respect ive operation processing times ( Hypothesis 2 ) . 
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Chapter 5 
Phase 3 Results 
The first section of this chapter discusses the results from 
Phase 3 .  The next section presents comparisons to the Ragat z  and Mabert 
study ( 1 9 B 4 ) , and the final section provides a chapter summary . 
Phase 3 
Phase 3 analyses address Hypotheses 3 through 6 .  The 
exper imenta l  design of Phase 3 was illust rated previously in Figure 3 . 3 .  
This factorial design is evaluated for each of the four penalty 
measures . 
For each penalty measure evaluated, each cell in the 
experimental design mat rix contains twenty observations, representing 
( as in Phases 1 and 2 )  simulations run under the same assumpt ions but on 
twenty different j ob st reams . The observations within any given cell 
therefore comprise a random sample of  observed measures within the given 
environment . S ince the design consists of 4B cell s ,  each matrix 
contains 9 6 0  observations ( 2 0  observations by 4B cells ) . 
As indicated by analyses in Phases 1 and 2 ,  the data in each 
cell that corresponds to a local allowance policy are generated from 
first cycle (no iteration) simulations , whereas the data in each cell 
that corresponds to a global a llowance policy are generated from cycle 6 
simulations . Further ,  all data in cells that correspond to operation-
B B  
based dispatching rules utilize direct estimation of operation 
allowances . 
Observed Measures 
Table 5 . 1  displays the medians of the twenty appropriate 
observations for each of the four penalty measures in each of the 4 8  
combinations of  assumptions . The observations f rom which each median 
was calculated tend to be positively skewed . As examples , f requency 
tables of individual VAR observations under assumptions of global 
a llowance forms and 9 0 %  utilization are displayed in Table 5 . 2 .  
Comparisons of the medians in Table 5 . 1  give immediate support 
to stated hypotheses . Within each of the four penalty measures there 
a re 2 4  possible comparisons of local vs . global allowance forms ( local 
vs . global under EDD, 7 5 %  utilization, and known actual processing 
t ime s ;  local vs . global under EDD, 7 5 %  utilization, and unknown actual 
process ing times ,  etc . ) . Within each of the four measures the median 
penalty under a global policy is less than the corresponding median 
penalty under a local policy in all 2 4  cases . Under the assumpt ions of 
9 0 %  utilization and known actual processing t imes ,  the median percentage 
decreases in the penalty measures VAR, MSL ,  MAL, and SQL are 7 2 % ,  7 4 % ,  
4 6 % ,  and 6 4 % ,  respectively.  Benefits of  utilizing global variables in 
a llowance estimation a re highly significant . 
Likewise , within each penalty measure there are 2 4  comparisons 
of  operat ion-based dispatching rules vs . job-based dispatching rules . 
An example is EOPDD vs . EDD under local allowance policie s ,  7 5 %  
utilization, and known actual processing times . For the penalty measure 
VAR, the median for the operation-based dispatching rule is lower than 
8 9  
EDD 
SLACK 
CR 
EOPDD 
OPSLK 
OPCR 
Table 5 . 1  
�---..... , 
Phase 3 Observed Median Penalty Measures 
Dispatching/Allowance/Shop Condition Evaluations 
Local Allowance Global Allowance 
7 5 %  9 0 %  75%  9 0 %  
Utili zat ion Ut ilization Ut ilization Ut ilization 
Act Act Act Act 
Act TPT Act TPT Act TPT Act TPT 
TPT Not TPT Not TPT Not TPT Not 
Known Known Known Known Known Known Known Known 
var 6 9 4  6 9 1  1 7 4 0  1 7 9 9  2 92 3 0 2  7 5 0  735  
msl 7 1 2  7 0 7  1 8 0 0  2 0 1 4  2 9 5 302  753  757 
mal 1 8 . 8  1 9 . 2  3 1 . 9  3 3 . 6  12 . 3  12 . 7  1 9 . 4  1 9 . 8  
sql . 3 4 9  3 5 8  8 0 3  6 8 3  1 8 3  1 7 6  333  461  
var 6 5 2  6 7 3  1 7 5 0  1 8 3 2  2 3 7  2 5 1  6 2 5  6 5 9  
msl 7 0 3  7 0 5  1 9 0 2  1 9 5 1  2 3 9  2 5 1  6 5 6  673 
mal 1 8 . 8  1 9 . 1  3 3 . 3  33 . 8  1 1 . 4  1 1 . 7  1 9 . 0  1 8 . 8  
sql 37 9' 317  6 7 6  6 3 3  153  128  404  354  
var 5 6 6  5 92 1322 1 2 6 7 - 1 7 0  1 8 8  3 9 2  417  
ms l 6 2 4  6 2 2  1 4 5 3  1 437 170 1 8 9  3 9 4  4 1 8  
mal 1 7 . 0  17 . 2  2 4 . 3  2 5 . 2  9 . 2  9 . 6  1 3 . 5  14 . 0  
sql 2 3 6  2 1 8  3 6 4  3 8 1  1 0 0  1 0 1  2 1 7  217  
var 5 0 9  5 2 5  1 6 1 1  1 6 9 4  1 5 6  1 7 1  3 4 2  3 6 4  
msl 5 1 5  5 4 6  1 8 0 9  1 9 5 0  1 5 7  1 7 1  374  3 92 
mal 1 6 . 6  1 7 . 0  32 . 4  32 . 6  9 . 0  9 . 6  1 3 . 7  1 4 . 6  
sql 2 8 9  2 7 3  5 6 9  7 8 1  7 5  8 8  1 2 5  1 1 1  
var 5 9 3  6 2 5  1727 1771 1 9 8  2 2 9  3 8 0  3 8 4  
ms1 6 0 8  6 63 1 9 62 2 1 5 7  1 9 9  2 3 0  3 9 1  397  
mal 1 8 . 2  1 9 . 1  3 3 . 4  35 . 0  1 0 . 3  1 1 . 2  1 4 . 6  1 4 . 7  
sq1 3 4 8  3 2 6  8 0 1  752  107  1 1 2  1 52 173  
var 467  495  1 2 8 2  1 3 6 5  157 179 333  335  
ms 1 5 1 3  5 5 0  1 4 1 7  1 4 9 8 1 5 9  1 8 0  3 5 8  354 
mal 1 6 . 0  1 6 . 8  2 5 . 1  2 6 . 1  9 . 0  9 . 9  1 3 . 1  13 . 4  
sql 1 3 9  1 5 7  4 4 9  4 0 7  8 7  8 6  1 3 6  1 3 0  
9 0  
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Table 5 . 2  
Frequency Distributions of Variances in Cells 
Global Al lowance Policy, Cycle 6 
( 90 %  Utilization, Known Actual Processing Time s )  
Frequencies 
Variance EDD SLACK CR EOPDD OPSLK 
2 0 0  - 2 9 9  0 0 2 0 0 
3 0 0  - 3 9 9  0 0 1 0  2 1 
4 0 0  - 4 9 9  0 2 5 9 4 
5 0 0  - 5 9 9  2 6 2 2 8 
6 0 0  - 6 9 9  4 6 0 4 2 
7 0 0  - 7 9 9  8 4 1 1 2 
8 0 0  - 8 9 9  2 0 0 1 1 
9 0 0  - 1 0 0 0  1 2 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0  - 1 0 9 9  1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0  2 0 0 1 1 
9 1  
OPCR 
1 
2 
8 
4 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
the median for the corresponding j ob-based dispatching rule in 2 3  of the 
2 4  cases . For MSL, the operation-based rule is lower in 2 0  out of 2 4  
cases . For MAL as wel l  as for SQL, the operation-based rule is lower in 
1 8  out of  24 cases . Under the assumpt ions of 90% utilization, global 
allowance policy forms , and known actual processing time s ,  the median 
percentage decreases in the penalty measures VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL are 
3 9 % ,  4 0 % ,  2 3 % ,  and 3 8 % ,  respectively.  Operat ion-based dispatching rules 
generally provide significant benefits over corresponding j ob-based 
dispatching rules . 
Within each measure there are 2 4  direct compa risons of actual 
process ing times known as of a j ob' s arrival at the shop vs . unknown as 
of a j ob' s a rrival at the shop . An example is  known vs . unknown under 
EDD, local allowance policies,  and 7 5 %  utili zation . For the measures 
VAR, MSL, and MAL, values under known times are less than those under 
unknown times in 21 out of 2 4  case s ,  20 out of 24 cases , and 23 out of 
2 4  cases , respect ively . For the measure SQL, however ,  the median 
penalty under known times is less than the median penalty under unknown 
times in only 9 out of 24 cases . Apparent ly, the previously discussed 
characteristic that SQL values are highly variable due to increased 
sensitivity to observed mean latenesses overwhelms the addit ional 
systemat ic variation cont ributed by actual processing t imes varying 
about expected process ing times . If the chosen variance of the 
deviational dist ribution that defined the stochastic differences of  
actual about expected times had been sufficiently large , logic dictates 
that observed SQL values under known t imes a lso would have been 
s ignificantly less than those under unknown times . 
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Conclusions that are not specifically related to stated 
hypotheses can be made from comparisons of  the median measures in Table 
5 . 1 .  Within each measure, values produced under 7 5 %  utilizat ion 
environments a re significantly lower than those produced under 9 0 %  
utili zation environment s ( 2 4  out of 2 4  cases within each of the four 
measures) . 
Within each of the eight combinations of allowance policy class, 
utili zation leve l ,  and actual process ing time assumpt ion, one can 
compare the relat ive performances of the six dispatching rules for each 
of the four penalty measures . The dispatching rule OPCR produces either 
the lowest or second lowest VAR, MSL, and SQL measures in 8 out of 8 
cases . OPCR produces the lowest or second lowest MAL measures in 7 out 
of 8 cases . No other dispatching rule exhibits such overall 
superiority . 
The dispatching rules EDD and SLACK exhibit st rong tendencies to 
be the worst performers among the six dispatching rules examined. EDD 
is one of the bottom two pe rformers for VAR in 8 out of 8 cases , for MSL 
in 7 out of 8 cases , for MAL in 6 out of 8 cases , and for SQL in 7 out 
of 8 cases . SLACK is one of the bott om two performers for VAR in 8 out 
of 8 cases , for MSL in 7 out of 8 case s ,  for MAL in 8 out of 8 cases , 
and for SQL in 5 out of 8 cases . 
Regres sion Analyses 
The indications provided above are based on pairwise comparisons 
of  the 48 observed medians within each of four factorial design 
mat rices . These indications can be supported and extended by regression 
analyses that specifically address all 9 6 0  observations within each 
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mat rix . As discussed in Chapter 3 ,  four stepwise multiple regression 
analyses were performed; in each, ten times the natural logarithm of the 
appropriate penalty measure was the dependent variable , and potential 
independent variables presented to the stepwise procedure consisted of 
one scalar variable ( latene s s )  and numerous dummy variables representing 
assumption combination s ,  as well as selected second and third order 
interactions . This section presents results of the regression 
procedures in the forms of observed coefficients and res idual analyses . 
The following section presents interpretations of these results in terms 
of the stated hypotheses .  
Observed Coefficient s .  Selected coefficients produced by the 
four regression �nalyses , as well as the corresponding standard errors 
of the coefficient s ,  are displayed in Table 5 . 3 .  Only coefficients that 
a re significantly different from zero and relevant to the stated 
hypotheses a re included in this table . While numerous other variables 
in each regression exhibit significant coefficients ( for example, the 
dummy variable denoting j ob st ream 1 0 ) , these variables are included in 
the regressions only to account directly for certain systematic 
variations and are not specifically relevant to stated hypotheses . 
In each regression the base from which each dummy variable 
deviates represents an environment of local allowance form, 7 5 %  expected 
utilizat ion, actual processing times that are known as of a j ob' s 
arrival at the shop, and the dispatching rule EDD run on the job st ream 
denoted as j ob st ream 1 .  In cases where coefficients for a given 
variable are not significant , the table is blank ( for example , the 
9 4  
Table 5 . 3  
Phase 3 Regress ions 
Coefficients and Standard Errors of Coefficients 
Dependent variable : 1 0  x Natural Logarithm of 
VAR MSL MAL SQL 
Std Std Std Std 
Variable Coeff Error Coeff Error Coeff Error Coeff Error 
Global - 7 . 5 9 9  . 22 5  - 8 . 2 47  . 2 65 - 4 . 2 0 0  . 1 3 5  - 6 . 9 6 4  . 3 1 5  
High 1 1 . 2 0 8  . 17 3  1 1 . 9 9 9  . 2 0 4  5 . 8 1 2  . 1 1 6  8 . 5 8 3  . 2 55 
Unknown . 4 33 . 0 9 9  . 4 42 . 1 17  . 2 7 8  . 0 5 9  
CR - 1 . 27 6  . 2 4 1  - 1 . 2 6 0  . 2 8 4  - 1 . 34 5  . 1 4 6  - 4 . 7 3 5  . 2 6 9 
EOPDD -' 1 .  4 2 1  . 2 02 - 1 . 32 6  . 2 3 8  . 7 0 9  . 1 4 5  - 1 . 457 . 3 45 
OPCR - 2 . 2 5 6  . 2 4 1  - 2 . 4 4 1  . 2 8 4  - 1 .  6 8 9  . 1 4 6  - 4 . 952 . 3 47 
Global*High - 2 . 4 4 9  . 2 0 1  - 2 . 7 7 4  . 2 37 - 1 . 5 0 0  . 12 1  - 2 . 675  . 3 4 0  
G1obal*SLACK - 2 . 0 47  . 2 42 - 2 . 0 0 9  . 2 8 6  - 1 .  023  . 1 62  - 1 . 1 4 9  . 4 8 9  
Global*CR - 3 . 6 1 7  . 3 1 5  - 3 . 572  . 372  - 1 .  342  . 1 8 9  
Global*EOPDD - 5 . 0 0 7  . 3 1 6  - 4 . 7 92 . 37 3  - 2 . 52 4  . 1 8 9  - 5 . 9 9 8  . 4 90 
Global*OPSLK - 4 . 37 1  . 2 6 9  - 4 . 3 4 3  . 3 1 8  - 2 . 2 2 6  . 1 4 5  - 5 . 2 67 . 37 9  
Global *OPCR - 3 . 95 1  . 3 1 5  - 3 . 4 2 6  . 372  - 1 . 17 0  . 1 8 9  - 2 . 4 8 6  . 4 8 8  
High*CR - 1 . 33 3  . 2 7 7  - 1 .  6 2 0  . 32 7  . 9 6 1  . 17 5  
High*OPSLK - 1 . 2 3 9  . 2 3 3  - 1 . 2 3 4  . 2 7 5  
High*OPCR . 97 4  . 27 8  - 1 . 1 9 9  . 32 8  . 7 7 5  . 1 7 5  
High*SLACK . 5 8 0  . 1 4 6  1 .  6 8 2  . 4 48  
High*EOPDD . 52 5  . 17 5  
SLACK - 1 . 1 6 4  . 4 12 
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variable "unknown" where ten t imes the natural logarithm of the observed 
penalty measure under SQL is the dependent variable ) . 
One interesting result not displayed in Table 5 . 3  concerns the 
variable " latenes s " . The standardized coefficients for this variable 
produced by the VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL regressions are . 1 1 0 ,  . 0 6 7 ,  . 0 5 6 ,  
and . 5 1 2 ,  respective ly .  The higher standardized coefficient in the SQL 
regress ion supports previous statement s that the measure SQL is more 
sensit ive to observed mean latenesses than are the other three measures . 
Residual Analyses . Statistical conclusions made in the next 
sect ion rely on the fact that as sumptions underlying the regres sion 
analysis procedures are not violated to the extent that such conclusions 
a re invalid.  Figures 5 . 1  through 5 . 4  show res idual plots and expected 
normal value plots for the VAR, MSL, MAL , and SQL regress ions , 
respect ively . 
The four residual plots give no visual indications of the 
presence of heteroscedasticity . The plots of the expected normal values 
display some evidence of non-norma lity in the positive tails of the VAR, 
MSL, and MAL plots and in both tails of the SQL plot . All four sets of 
residuals display a be ll-shaped distribut ion with a s light tendency of 
leptokurtos i s ,  and the sets for VAR, MSL, and MAL exhibit a slight 
positive skew . X2 goodness-of-fit tests show that , whi le res iduals are 
not s ignificantly non-normal for the VAR and MSL residual sets at a 
. 0 1 ,  the MAL and SQL residual sets are signif icantly non-normal at a 
= . O l .  
The potent ial presence of autocorrelation of residua ls ( when 
res iduals are ranked by magnitude of predicted penalty measure ) is 
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Figure 5 . 1  
Phase 3 Regression Residual Plots - VAR 
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Figure 5 . 2  
Phase 3 Regression Residual P lots - MSL 
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Figure 5 . 3  
Phase 3 Regres sion Residual Plots - MAL 
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Figure 5 . 4  
Phase 3 Regression Residual Plots - SQL 
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addres sed for each of the four residual sets by the Durbin-Watson test 
as well as by a test of  the number of positive and negative runs . The 
observed Durbin-Watson values for the VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL residual 
sets are 1 . 8 1 3 ,  1 . 92 0 ,  1 . 8 82 ,  and 1 . 7 5 1 ,  respectively . None are 
sufficiently low to reject the hypothesis of no autocorrelation at a 
. 0 5 .  The observed z values for the runs tests are - 1 . 2 9 ,  - . 6 5 ,  + . 7 1 ,  
and -3 . 17 ,  respectively . Only in the SQL residual set is there evidence 
of autocorrelation . 
In summary, while there are no indications of problems with 
heteroscedasticity, there are statistically s ignificant indications of 
moderate departures from normality in the MAL and SQL res idual set s ,  and 
some indicat ions of autocorrelation in the SQL residual set . 
Tests of Remaining Hypotheses 
Since some assumpt ions underlying regress ion theory are violated 
to some degree , stat istical conclusions provided by the four regress ion 
analyses and relating to stated hypotheses are tested further by set s of 
wilcoxon S igned Rank tests . In all cases the regression conclusions are 
supported by the wilcoxon test s ;  appa rently, the observed departures 
f rom unde rlying assumpt ions are not sufficient to af fect the regress ion 
results to a meaningful extent . 
As previously ment ioned, the dependent variables in the four 
regress ion analyses are ten t imes the natural logarithms of the 
appropriate inaccuracy penalty measures . S ince the natural logarithm is 
a monotonic function of the raw penalty value, throughout this section 
conclus ions from the regression analyses are stated in terms of the 
unt ransformed penalty values . Support ing Wilcoxon tests (a 
1 0 1  
. 0 5 )  are 
performed in terms of the untransformed values,  and are therefore 
interpreted naturally . 
Hypothesis 3 .  Hypothesis 3 proposes that global allowance forms 
produce lower inaccuracy penalties than do local allowance policy forms . 
Coefficients for the dummy variable "global "  are negative and 
s ignificant in all four regressions ( see Table 5 . 3 ) , indicating that 
the main effect of global allowance forms is a significant reduction in 
penalty measures . Further ,  coefficients for all significant 
interaction variables that address the global state are negative and 
significant , indicating that the main global superiority exists in every 
case . 
Table 5 . •  presents the p values associated with all pairwise 
comparisons , within each penalty measure, between the twenty 
observat ions in the global cell under given as sumpt ions and the twenty 
matched observations in the corresponding local cell under the same 
assumpt ions . For example , the twenty observations under global/  EDD/ 
7 5 %  utilization/ known actual processing times are compared with the 
twenty observations under local/ EDD/ 7 5 %  ut ilization/ known actual 
processing t imes . 
Within each penalty measure, global values are significantly 
lower than local values at the stated a of . 0 5 in all 24 compa risons . 
The observed wilcoxon tests st rongly support the regress ion conclusions 
in affirming Hypothesis 3 .  
Hypothesis 4 .  Hypothesis 4 proposes that operation-based 
dispatching rules produce lower inaccuracy penalty measures than do the 
corresponding j ob-based dispatching rules . Both the regression 
1 0 2  
Global vs Local 
Under Stated 
Dispatching/ 
Utilization/ 
Process ing Time 
Assumptions 
EDD/ 7 5 % /  Known 
EDD/ 7 5 % /  Unknown 
EDD/ 9 0 % /  Known 
EDD/ 9 0 % /  Unknown 
SLACK/ 7 5 % /  Known 
SLACK/ 7 5 % /  Unknown 
SLACK/ 9 0 % /  Known 
SLACK/ 9 0 % /  Unknown 
CR/ 7 5 % /  Known 
CR/ 7 5 % /  Unknown 
CR/ 9 0 % /  Known 
CR/ 9 0 % /  Unknown 
EOPDD/ 7 5 % /  Known 
EOPDD/ 7 5 % /  Unknown 
EOPDD/ 9 0 % /  Known 
EOPDD/ 9 0 % /  Unknown 
OPSLK/ 7 5 % /  Known 
OPSLK/ 7 5 % /  Unknown 
OPSLK/ 9 0 % /  Known 
OPSLK/ 9 0 % /  Unknown 
OPCR/ 7 5 % /  Known 
OPCR/ 7 5 % /  Unknown 
OPCR/ 9 0 % /  Known 
OPCR/ 9 0 % /  Unknown 
1 One tailed 
Table 5 . 4  
Hypothesis 3 Pairwise Tests 
Global vs Local P-Values 1 
VAR MSL 
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
H
O : 
Global � Local 
H
l : 
Global < Local 
1 0 3  
MAL SOL 
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 002  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 032 
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 025  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 050  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 020  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 7  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5 
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5 
analyses and the wilcoxon tests indicate that,  in general ,  there are 
statistically significant benefits associated with operation-based 
dispatching rules . However,  both methods of analysis indicate that 
there a re specific combinations of shop assumpt ions where benefits are 
not significant . 
P ractical interpretations of the regression analyses are 
difficult due to the large number of significant interactions that are 
observed . When one combines appropriate coefficients and 
variances /covariances,  one sees that within the measure VAR (collapsed 
across dispatching rule s )  the operation-based rules produce 
significant ly lower penalties than do the analogous job-based rules in 
1 8  out of 2 4  cases . Within MSL ,  MAL, and SQL, the penalties produced by 
the operation-based rules are significantly lower in 2 0  out of 2 4  cases , 
in 1 8  out of 2 4  cases , and in 1 8  out of 2 4  cases , respectively . 
Wilcoxon tests show that within VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL , 
penalties produced by operation-based dispatching rules are 
significantly (a = . 0 5 )  lower than those produced by corresponding job­
based rules in 18 out of  24 case s ,  in 16 out of 24 cases , in 12 out of 
24 cases , and in 15 out of 24 case s ,  respectively ( see Table 5 . 5 ) . 
The hypothesized benefits of operation-based rules a re ,  in genera l ,  
strongly supported . 
Both the regression and Wilcoxon analyses indicate, however,  
that benefits tend to be insignificant for the measure MAL under the 
dispatching rule comparison OPCR vs . CR, for all measures under local 
a llowance forms and 90% expected utilizations,  and for all measures 
under local forms and the dispatching rule comparison OPSLK vs . SLACK . 
For example, within pena lty measures under local al lowance forms and 90% 
1 0 4  
Table 5 . 5  
Hypothesis 4 Pairwise Tests 
Operation vs Job Based Dispatching P-Values ' 
Under Stated 
Dispatching/ 
Utilization/ 
P rocessing Time 
Assumptions : 
H
O : 
EOPDD � EDD 
H
1 : 
EOPDD < EDD VAR MSL MAL SQL 
Local /  7 5 % /  Known . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 5  . 0 3 1 0  
Local/ 7 5 % /  Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 5  . 0 007  
Local/ 9 0 % /  Known . 0 67 7  . 6 1 7 4  . 7 1 3 4  . 0 727 
Local/ 90%/  Unknown . 1 6 5 9  . 0 727  . 1 3 5 4  . 9 924  
Global /  7 5 % /  Known < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
Globa l /  7 5 % /  Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
Global /  9 0 % /  Known < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 1  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 007  
Global /  9 0 % /  Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 002  . 0 0 0 1  . 0 007  
H
O : 
OPSLK � SLACK 
H
1 : OPSLK < SLACK 
VAR MSL MAL SQL 
Local /  7 5 % /  Known . 0 3 6 6  . 07 8 0  . 3 0 7 5  . 2 8 7 8  
Local/ 75%/  Unknown . 0 4 3 0  . 0 957 . 3 6 1 4  . 9 8 1 7  
Local/ 90%/  Known . 3 0 0 6  . 6 8 6 3  . 7 3 1 0  . 9 964  
Local/ 90%/  Unknown . 1 953  . 6727  . 7 6 0 9  . 9 9 6 0  
Global /  7 5 % /  Known . 0 0 1 3  . 0 0 1 1  . 0 0 0 6  . 0 0 0 3  
Global/ 7 5 % /  Unknown . 0 0 1 3  . 0 0 1 6  . 0 0 3 1  . 0 0 8 0  
Global/ 9 0 % /  Known . 0 0 0 3  . 0 0 0 8  . 0 0 0 8  . 0 0 0 8  
Global/ 9 0 % /  Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 2  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 8  
H
O : 
OPCR � CR 
H1 : OPCR < 
CR VAR MSL MAL SQL 
Local/ 7 5 % /  Known < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 4  . 0 0 0 7  
Loca l /  7 5 % /  Unknown . 0 0 0 1  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 4 0  . 0 0 0 8  
Local /  9 0 % /  Known . 3 0 0 6  . 0 5 0 0  . 9 3 8 9  . 9 6 0 3  
Local/ 90%/  Unknown . 8 520  . 5 1 4 9  . 6 950  . 7 942  
Global /  7 5 % /  Known . 03 6 5  . 0 6 3 0  . 27 1 1  . 3 4 7 6  
Global /  7 5 % /  Unknown . 0 0 4 0  . 0 0 3 9  . 8 570  . 0 0 1 6  
Global /  9 0 % /  Known . 0 0 8 4  . 02 8 4  . 2 0 0 5  . 0 0 8 5  
Global /  9 0 % /  Unknown . 0 0 4 5  . 0 1 6 6  . 2 333  . 0 0 1 4  
, One Tailed 
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utilization ,  operation-based rules produce significantly (a = . 0 5 )  lower 
penalties in 0 out of 6 cases, in l out of 6 cases, in 0 out of 6 cases, 
and in 0 out of 6 cases for VAR, MSL ,  MAL, and SOL, respect ively . In 
short , while overall benefits of  operation-based rules are s ignificant , 
several specific a ssumption combinations (primarily under local 
a l lowance forms ) yield no s ignificant benefits . 
Hypothesis 5 .  Hypothesis 5 proposes that benefits produced 
by incorporat ing global variables in allowance equations are greater 
under conditions of 9 0 %  expected utili zat ion than under conditions of 
7 5 %  expected ut ilization . The coefficients for the interaction variable 
"global *high" are negative and significant in all four regression 
analyses ( see Table 5 . 3 ) . This indicates that within each of the four 
measure s ,  the differences in penalt ies produced by global vs . local 
forms under conditions of 90% utili zation a re significant ly greater than 
the differences in pena lties produced by global vs . local forms under 
condit ions of 7 5 %  ut ilization . 
The wilcoxon tests support the regress ion conclusions . 
Pairwise evaluation of this hypothesis entails the statistical 
comparison of  two sets of relative performances :  under each approprlate 
combinat ion of assumptions , the relative performance of local vs . global 
forms under 7 5 %  utilization against the relative performance of local 
vs . global forms under 90% utilization . As previously discussed, 
penalty effects of any given assumpt ion change tend to be proportional , 
as opposed to scalar, in nature (hence the use of the logarithm 
t ransformation in the regression analyse s ) . Therefore, the relative 
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performances mentioned above are determined in terms of the ratios of 
local to global penalties . 
Accordingly, the wilcoxon procedure tests the local/global 
ratios under 7 S %  utilization vs . the local/global rat ios under 9 0 %  
utilizat ion f o r  each of 12 poss ible comparisons . For example , for the 
dispatching rule EDD and known actual processing times , the 20 observed 
values of [ ( local under 7 S % ) / (global under 7 S % ) J are tested against the 
matched values of [ ( local under 9 0 % ) / (global under 9 0 % ) J .  If  the 
e ffect s proposed in Hypothesis S exist,  one would expect the second 
ratio to be significantly larger than the first rat io since the marginal 
benefits of global forms are hypothesized to be larger under 9 0 %  
utilizat ion than under 7 S %  utilization . 
Table S . 6  displays the p values associated with each Wilcoxon 
test , for each of the 12 pos sible compa risons,  within each pena lty 
measure . The results show that within VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL, the 
second ratio is significantly larger (a  = . OS )  than the first ratio in 7 
out of 12 case s ,  in 10 out of 12 cases, in 10 out of 1 2  cases,  and in 6 
out of 12 cases, respectively . Under operation-based dispatching rules , 
the second ratio is significantly larger than the first in all  cases . 
Hypothesis 6 .  Hypothesis 6 proposes that penalt ies produced 
under the assumption that actual processing times are known upon a job ' s  
a rrival a t  the shop ( i . e . ,  assumed t o  be equal t o  the expected 
process ing t ime s )  are lower than penalties produced under the assumpt ion 
that actual process ing times are unknown upon a job' s arrival at the 
shop ( i . e . ,  allowed to vary stochastically about expected processing 
t imes ) .  The observed coefficients for the variable "Unknown" are 
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Table 5 . 6  
Hypothesis 5 Pairwise Tests 
90% Ut ilizat ion-Global Interaction P-Values ' 
Under Stated 
Dispatching/ 
Proces sing Time 
As sumptions : VAR MSL MAL SOL 
EDD/ Known . 5 6 9 1  . 8 6 6 6  . 0 0 1 0  . 0 7 7 7  
EDD/ Unknown . 82 5 4  . 0 2 5 0  . 0 0 1 6  . 9 950  
SLACK/ Known . 57 7 7  . 1 0 2 5  . 0 1 3 9  . 9 9 8 2  
SLACK/ Unknown . 5 4 4 6  . 0 337 . 0 0 6 1  . 9 9 8 9  
CR/ Known . 7 9 53 . 02 6 1  . 8 8 9 5 . 8 8 4 4  
CR/ Unknown . 07 0 2  . 0 4 9 5  . 12 1 6  . 7 2 4 8  
EOPDD/ Known . 0 0 0 1  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 8  . 0 1 4 9  
EOPDD/ Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
OPSLK/ Known < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 7  
OPSLK/ Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 1 1  
OPCR/ Known . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 3  . 0 0 9 6  . 0 002  
OPCR/ Unknown < . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 2 4  . 0 0 0 7  
, H
O
: [ Local /Global Ratio, 7 5 %  Ut ilization) � 
[ Local/Global Rat io , 9 0 %  Ut ilization) 
H
1
: [ Local /Global Ratio,  75%  Ut ilization) < 
[ Local/Global Rat io,  90%  Utilizat ion) 
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positive and significant in the VAR, MSL ,  and MAL regress ions ; in the 
SQL regression ,  this coefficient is not significant . The regres sion 
analyses therefore provide statistically significant support for 
Hypothesis 6 for three out of the four penalty measures . 
Table 5 . 7  shows the p values associated with the wilcoxon tests 
of  known vs . unknown for each of the 24 poss ible comparisons within each 
penalty measure . These results support the regres sion conclusions . 
Within VAR, MSL and MAL , the penalties produced under the assumpt ion of 
known actual processing times are significantly lower (a = . 0 5 )  than 
those produced under the as sumption of unknown actual processing times 
in 1 2  out of 2 4  case s ,  in 1 0  out of 2 4  cases , and in 1 6  out of 2 4  cases , 
respectively . 
For the measure SQL, the penalties produced under the as sumption 
of known actual processing times are significantly lower (a = . 0 5 )  than 
those produced under the assumpt ion of unknown actual process ing times 
in 5 out of 2 4  cases . However,  the penalties produced under the 
assumption of known actual processing times are significantly higher (a 
= . 0 5 )  than those produced under the assumption of unknown actual 
process ing times in 8 out of  24 cases . In no comparison within VAR, 
MSL, or MAL were "known" penalties significantly higher than "unknown" 
pena lt ies . 
Recall that the measure SQL is very sensit ive to observed 
latenesses . While the effects of observed mean latenesses are 
specifically accounted for in the SQL regression analysis , they are not 
addressed in the SQL wilcoxon series . Apparent ly, systemat ic effects of 
observed mean latenesses are producing significant differences in both 
directions in the wilcoxon SQL test s .  
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Table 5 . 7  
Hypothesis 6 Pairwise Tests 
Known P rocess ing Time vs Unknown Process ing 
Known vs Unknown 
EDD/ 
EDD/ 
EDD/ 
EDD/ 
SLACK/ 
SLACK/ 
SLACK/ 
SLACK/ 
CR/ 
CR/ 
CR/ 
CR/ 
EOPDD/ 
EOPDD/ 
EOPDD/ 
EOPDD/ 
OPSLK/ 
OPSLK/ 
OPSLK/ 
OPSLK/ 
OPCR/ 
OPCR/ 
OPCR/ 
OPCR/ 
Under Stated 
Dispatching/ 
Allowance/ 
Utilizat ion 
AssumQt ions VAR MSL 
Local/ 7 5 %  . 93 7 0  . 9 0 4 3  
Local/ 9 0 %  . 42 6 0  . 0 5 9 0  
Global /  7 5 %  . 0 1 1 4  . 0 1 3 8  
G1oba1 /  9 0 %  . 8 9 l 0  . 2 1 6 5  
Local/ 7 5 %  . 3 1 3 7  . 3 9 6 9  
Local/ 9 0 %  . 2 7 52 . 0 7 2 7  
G1oba1 /  7 5 %  . 0 6 3 0  . 0 8 3 6  
Global /  9 0 %  . 1 022 . 2 7 52 
Local /  7 5 %  . 1 7 5 4  . 93 2 3  
Local /  9 0 %  . 7 4 3 2  . 8 6 0 5  
Global/  7 5 %  . 0 0 0 9  . 0 0 0 9  
Global /  9 0 %  . 0 2 6 1  . 0 2 2 9  
Local /  7 5 %  . 2 2 7 7  . 2 0 5 8  
Local/  9 0 %  . 0 1 5 2  . 3 9 6 9  
Global /  7 5 %  . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 2 5  
Global /  9 0 %  . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 3  
Local /  7 5 %  . 0 3 6 5  . 1 5 9 0  
Local/  9 0 %  . 0 5 4 2  . 1 6 6 1  
Globa l /  7 5 %  . 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 2  
Global /  9 0 %  . 02 0 0  . 0 0 3 2  
Local/ 7 5 %  . 0 0 0 1  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
Local /  9 0 %  . 0 0 6 2  . 0 0 9 4  
Global /  7 5 %  . 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 2  
Global /  9 0 %  . 1 5 6 8  . 8 1 4 8  
, One t ailed H
O
: Known � Unknown 
H
l
: Known < Unknown 
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Time p -values ' 
MAL SQL 
. 0 2 92 . 32 7 1  
. 0 5 4 2  . 9 6 9 0  
. 0 0 5 4  . 5 8 8 6  
. 2 8 7 8  . 0 0 0 4  
. 1 0 9 0  . 9 9 7 4  
. 1 8 0 2  . 5 4 4 6  
. 0 1 32 . 9 8 7 4  
. 6 4 5 0  . 9 952 
. 0 1 5 9  . 9 8 4 8  
. 2 3 9 1  . 3 9 6 9  
. 0 0 0 2  . 0 4 2 9  
. 0 1 2 1  . 0 5 8 5  
. 02 5 5  . 9 9 9 1  
. 42 6 0  < . 0 0 0 0 5 
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 1 8 8  
. 0 0 0 3  . 9 8 9 1  
. 0 2 4 3  . 9 9 5 0  
. 1 6 5 9  . 8 6 1 4  
. 0 0 0 1  . 0 5 9 0  
. 0 1 1 9  . 0 0 0 3  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 8 3 6  
. 0 0 0 6  . 92 7 3  
. 0 0 0 2  . 7 9 4 2  
. 02 1 9  . 67 9 6  
Compa risons to Ragatz and Mabert Study 
As previously discussed, Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 )  recommend a 
global a llowance form termed RMR for use under the SLACK dispatching 
rule (termed MINSLK in their study) . Their proposed allowance form is 
noted in Chapter 3 of this current study as Equation 3 . 1 .  
The RMR equation contains variables that are job-based (Pi ' 
JIS . ,  and JIQ . ) and operation-based (WIQ1 " WIQ2 " and WIQ3 , ) .  The � � � � � 
specific equation coefficients are based on a regress ion analysis of 
results from a single pilot simulation (equivalent to Cycle 1 values in 
this current research ) . The global form recommended in this current 
research contains only j ob-based variables ( TPT " TWIQ " TWI SM " TPT , ' , 
l.. 1. 1. ]. 
and TW1Qi
' ) ,  with coefficients based on the sixth cycle of an iterat ive 
s imulation-regress ion procedure . 
Table 5 . 8  displays the median penalty measures and wilcoxon p 
values associated with direct comparisons of the global allowance form 
and coefficient determination procedures recommended by Ragatz and 
Mabert (RMR) vs . those recommended in this current research (GEE ) . 
Comparisons are made for each of the four possible combinations of 
utilization level and actual process ing time assumptions,  under the 
dispatching rule SLACK that is common to both studies . 
Within the measures VAR, MSL, MAL, and SQL, GEE produces 
significant ly lower penalties than does RMR in 4 out of 4 cases , in 4 
out of 4 cases, in 4 out of 4 cases , and in 2 out of 4 cases , 
respective ly .  I n  1 3  out o f  the 1 4  cases in which GEE produces 
significant benefits,  the p values associated with the tests are < . 0 0 0 0 5  
( in t h e  1 4th case the p value is . 0 0 1 8 ) . These results provide 
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Table 5 . 8  
Pai rwise Wilcoxon Tests of GEE (Cycle 6 )  vs RMR (Cycle 1 )  
Median Penalty Measures and P-Values ' 
(Under SLACK Dispatching Rule ) 
GEE vs RMR 
Under Stated 
Utilizat ion/ 
Act P roc Time 
Assumptions VAR MSL MAL 
9 0 % /  Known GEE Median 6 2 5  6 5 6  1 9 . 0  
RMR Median 9 4 8  1 0 1 2  2 3 . 2  
P-Value < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
9 0 % /  Unknown GEE Median 6 5 9  6 7 3  1 8 . 8  
RMR Median 1 0 8 1  1 1 6 8  2 4 . 8  
P -Value < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
7 5 % /  Known GEE Median 2 3 7  2 3 9  1 1 .  4 
RMR Median 3 6 5  3 6 6  l 3 . 8  
SOL 
4 0 4  
3 2 5  
. 9 6 3 4  
3 5 4  
3 4 9  
. 52 4 7  
1 5 3  
1 9 1 
P-Value < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
7 5 % /  Unknown GEE Median 2 5 1  2 5 1  
RMR Median 3 5 9  3 5 9  
P -Value < . 0 0 0 0 5  < . 0 0 0 0 5  
' One tailed H
O : GEE � RMR 
H
1
: GEE < RMR 
1 1 2  
1 1 . 7  1 2 8  
1 3 . 6  1 6 2  
< . 0 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 1 8  
compel ling statistical evidence that the form and procedures recommended 
in this current research provide significant and meaningful improvements 
in terms of completion inaccuracy penalties over the Ragatz and Mabert 
form and procedures . 
Summa ry 
Global allowance policy forms produce significantly lower 
completion inaccuracy penalties than do local a llowance policy forms 
( Hypothesis 3 ) . Generally, operation-based dispatching rules produce 
significantly lower completion inaccuracy pena lties than do job-based 
dispatching rules ( Hypothesis 4 ) , although specific combinations of 
assumptions exist where benefits are not significant . 
The s ignificant benefits produced by incorporating global 
variables in the allowance determination procedure are less under 
conditions of 7 5 %  expected ut ili zat ion than under conditions of 9 0 %  
expected utilization ( Hypothesis 5 ) . Generally, simulations run under 
the assumpt ion that actual processing t imes are known upon a job' s 
arriva l at the shop produce significantly lower completion inaccuracy 
penalties than do s imulat ions run under the as sumption that actual 
processing t imes vary stochast ically about expected times ( Hypothesis 
6)  • 
The global allowance form and coef ficient determination 
procedures recommended in this current research produce significantly 
lower complet ion inaccuracy penalties than do the global form and 
procedures recommended by Ragatz and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
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Chapter 6 
Implications and Directions 
The current research findings provide management of general job 
shops with directions for immediate benefits and for potent ial future 
benefits . This chapter discusses managerial implicat ions in terms of 
benefits and costs of adopting recommended procedure s ,  and then 
discusses directions of potent ially valuable future research . 
Managerial Implicat ions 
Implications of this research for shop management include both 
benefits and costs . The benefits are associated with guidance in 
select ing dispatching rules and optimal allowance policy forms , and 
providing procedures for determining specific allowance equations and 
operation due dates . The costs are associated with the studies and 
informational mechanisms necessary to support the improved methods . 
Further ,  the method of research itself ( i . e . ,  simulation of a shop based 
on a set of stated assumption s )  may provide beneficial tools for 
management above and beyond dispatching rules and allowance policies . 
Benefits 
P reviously cited surveys and studies such as Putnam et . al . 
( 1 9 7 1 ) , Panwa 1ker and I skander ( 1 9 7 3 ) , Kanet and Hayya ( 1 9 82 ) , Baker 
( 1 9 8 4 ) , and Hax and Candea ( 1 9 8 4 )  state that the vast ma jority of 
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existing j ob shop research has not addressed the object ives of the real 
world. This current research addresses real world needs by minimizing 
penalties associated with the dispersion of actual job completions about 
expected completions . 
Concerning selection of dispatching rules ,  this research has 
supported and extended the conclusions of Kanet and Hayya ( 1 9 8 2 )  that 
operation-based dispatching rules outperform job-based dispatching 
rule s .  Specifically, this current research indicates that the 
rule OPCR generally is supe rior to other dispatching rules evaluated . 
The ma j ority of exist ing job shop simulat ion-based research has 
assumed naive allowance policies and concentrated on evaluating the 
performances of various dispatching rules under given assumpt ions . This 
current research has concentrated on the development and evaluation of 
optimal allowance policies under different combinations of dispatching 
rules and shop as sumptions . The benefits of incorporating global ( i . e . ,  
shop conge st ion) variables into the allowance policy have been 
demonst rated . 
An important point , though, is that while this research has 
demonstrated meaningful benefits inherent in extending beyond naive 
allowance methods , the global allowance forms used in this research have 
not been overly complex in nature . The two global variables 
incorporated in the recommended allowance form ( the total work of 
operat ions in the queues of  machines required by a given job ,  and the 
total work of operations elsewhere in the shop that require those same 
machine s )  a re summary in nature and feasible to maintain in a real world 
shop . 
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Given an allowance policy form, this research has demonstrated 
the benefits of  an iterative simulat ion-regression procedure for 
determining the specific allowance equation . Further,  this research has 
demonstrated the advantages of setting operation due dates directly from 
the defined a llowance equation rather than proportionally a llocat ing 
total j ob a llowances among operations . 
The benefits offered by these recommendations are shown to be 
both statistically significant and meaningful in magnitude . The median 
percentage decreases in the observed penalty measures VAR, MSL, MAL , and 
SQL produced by operation-based dispatching rules ( over job-based 
dispatching rule s )  were 3 9 % ,  4 0 % ,  2 3 % ,  and 3 8 % ,  respectively . The 
median percentage decreases in the observed penalty measures produced by 
global a llowance policies ( over local allowance policie s )  were 7 2 % ,  7 4 % ,  
4 6 % ,  and 6 4 % ,  respectively . The median percentage decreases in the 
observed penalty measures produced by an iterat ive simulation-regression 
procedure ( over a single simulation-regression procedure) were 4 7 % ,  5 0 % ,  
2 6 % ,  and 3 2 % ,  respectively . The median percentage decreases in the 
observed penalty measures produced by direct estimation of operation due 
dates ( a s  opposed to proportional allocation of total job allowances )  
were 2 9 % ,  2 6 % ,  1 1 % ,  and 3 9 % ,  respect ively . 
Costs 
The costs inherent in adopting the procedures recommended by 
this research entail both computational costs associated with initial 
implementation and informational costs associated with maintenance and 
operation . As indicated by previous research ( for example, Kanet , 
1 9 7 9 ) , the choice of the optimal dispatching rule and the choice of the 
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optimal allowance policy appear to be dependent . This current research 
( a s  wel l  as logic ) indicates that both may be dependent on specific shop 
characteristics . Implementation of recommended procedures ,  therefore, 
should occur on a shop-specific basis . 
Envisioned implementation would require an init ial simulation 
study based on the specific shop st ructure , management objectives,  and 
relevant observed distribut ions . Management object ives would dictate 
the choice of  the appropriate penalty measure to be minimized . The 
observed dist ributions would reflect j ob/ machine characteristics such 
as number of operations per job, operation-machine ass ignment s ,  times 
between job a rriva l s ,  and operation service times ( including setup and 
breakdown t ime s )  . 
The iterat ive simulation-regression procedure would produce an 
optimal combination of dispatching rule and specific allowance equation 
for the shop . A simpler procedure that would produce near-opt ima l 
results would be to adopt a generally superior dispatching rule such as 
OPCR and to simulate in order to specify only the opt ima l specific 
allowance policy to be used . 
The initial study could be accomplished utiliz ing in-house 
programming and computing capabilities or external expert ise such as a 
consultant . All required computing could be implemented feasibly on a 
personal computer with moderate speed and memory storage capacity . 
Conceivably, a general user-friendly software package could be developed 
and marketed to individual shops to provide sufficient capabilities for 
the initial study . 
The on-going use of a global allowance policy defined by the 
init ial study would entail an information structure to support its 
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requirements .  In short , certain shop congest ion informat ion would have 
to be maintained in order to provide necessary data to be used in the 
specific a llowance equation . As mentioned previously, the shop 
congestion information required by the global allowance form recommended 
in this research cons ists of total work of operations in the queues of 
machines required by a given job, and total work of operations elsewhere 
in the shop that require those machines . This information could be 
maintained effectively with or without in-house computer capabilities . 
Simulat ion as a Management Tool 
with in-house computing capabilities and the proper software , 
the s imulation procedures utilized in this research could provide shop 
management with beneficial directions beyond dispatching rules and 
a llowance procedures . This current research indicates that as shop 
ut i li zat ion decreases , penalty measures associated with inaccurate job 
completions decrease . In short, a shop can increase completion accuracy 
if it is willing to accept more machine idle time and lower as set 
uti l i zation . 
This suggests that , for a given shop, there may be a 
theoret ically optimal combination of excess capacity and completion 
accurac y .  Simulation studies based on specific shop and job 
characteristics could a id in defining such a point , and provide 
quant itat ive guidance to capacity expansion/contraction decisions . 
S imilarly, s imulation analyses could provide input into decisions 
concerning areas including shop balancing, shop layout, j ob pricing, and 
prevent ive maintenance . 
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Directions for Future Research 
The ma j ority of existing research has concentrated on simplistic 
shop scheduling algorithms due to a perceived lack of real world 
capabilities to implement more sophisticated ones . with the current 
availability of powerful and relatively inexpensive personal computer 
systems , increased computational sophistication is within the reach of 
even the smallest shops . Future research should not constrain itself 
based on limitat ions that no longer exist . 
Perhaps the most pressing immediate need for further research 
lies in the application of theoretical procedures to real-world shops . 
Although instances of studies in actual shops have been cited ( for 
example , Elmaghraby and Cole, 1 9 6 3 ,  and Bulkin, 1 9 6 6 ) , examples of 
applying proposed procedures to real-world shops are relatively scarce 
in the literature . Topics such as the indicated advantages of global 
allowance policies over local allowance policies,  the indicated 
advantages of  operation-based dispatching rules over job-based 
dispatching rules , and the external validity of simulation-based 
opt imi zat ion procedures should be verified by researchers in real-world 
situations in order to facilitate the wide acceptance and adoption of 
recommended procedures . 
This is not to say that further simulation research outs ide of 
exist ing shops would not be worthwhile . This current research and other 
relat ively recent studies such as Baker and Bert rand ( 1 9 8 1 ) , Baker and 
Kanet ( 1 9 8 3 ) , Ragat z and Mabert ( 1 9 8 4 ) , and Bookbinder and Noor ( 1 9 8 5 )  
provide new foundations for potentially valuable research i n  a variety 
of a reas . 
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One promising topic of future efforts is research on global 
a llowance policies . The small number of previously cited studies 
( including this present research) that have examined the inclusion of 
shop congest ion variables in the allowance determination procedure have 
a l l  demonst rated significant benefits resulting from their proper 
inclusion . However ,  the topic is relatively new, and further research 
should be undertaken with a focus on the specific form and content of 
global a llowance policies . 
The benefits of moving from local allowance forms to global 
a llowance forms that incorporate information about shop congestion as of 
the moment a job arrives at the shop have been established . Further 
benefits may be gained by moving from global informat ion as of a job' s 
arrival to expected global information in the near future . For example , 
when a j ob a rrives at the shop, one may know with certainty that the 
second machine on its path will not be available for thirty more time 
units ,  and by the time it is available, two more jobs currently being 
processed on other machines will have joined the queue at that machine . 
Such certain or highly probable knowledge about near-term movements of 
the shop may provide valuable predict ive information . 
I f  a shop has computing power available, a further potent ially 
beneficial step may be to start with the shop status as of  the job' s 
arrival,  run a small simulat ion procedure through that job' s simulated 
completion, and base the job' s due date upon that simulated completion . 
Since virtually all of the better-performing dispatching rules have 
included j ob/ operation due dates in their selection priorit izations , 
this procedure would likely be an iterat ive one, where initial job/ 
operation due dates a re set and then refined with each iterat ive stage . 
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Another promising area of future research concerns the 
development and evaluation of algorithms for preempting jobs . Gains in 
complet ion accuracy may be offered by the ability of shop management to 
interrupt the processing of a current operation in favor of another 
j ob ' s imminent operation . Virtually a l l  existing simulation-based shop 
scheduling research has assumed that preemption is not allowed . 
The topic of job expediting holds great promise for future 
research effort s ,  and the development and evaluation of job expediting 
a lgorithms should be undertaken . This could entail static expediting 
( for example , sett ing a high/ medium/ low priority to a job upon its 
arrival at the shop, with the job keeping the same rat ing throughout its 
stay in the shop) or dynamic expediting (changing the relative 
priorit ies of jobs during their stay in the shop ) . Actua l ly, the use of 
dispatching rules to select jobs from queues is a mild form of dynamic 
expediting . This is a practice that must be considered a reality in 
actual shops ( for example , receiving rush orders where the necessary due 
date is earlier than a constraint-free allowance policy would dictate or 
giving special t reatment to a preferred customer)  but has received 
l ittle attention in past research . 
The topic of dynamic expediting points to a related area 
of  potent ial future research : the separate consideration of due 
dates stated t o  the customer upon a job' s arrival at the shop and 
expected complet ion dates that are updated as the jobs move through the 
shop . In effect , many dispatching rules ( such as SLACK) are based on 
this t heme, as they take both the job due date and the remaining work 
required by the job into account . Potent ially, improved scheduling 
algorithms could be developed by calculat ing an updated expected 
1 2 1  
completion date for each job (based on the defined allowance policy) 
and bas ing the selection prioritizat ion on the relationship between the 
updated expected completion date and the original expected completion 
date ( that was stated to the custome r )  . 
Other potential areas of future research include extending this 
analysis to dual ( i . e . ,  machine and labor) constrained shops,  imposing 
certain types of external allowance constraints ( such as maximum mean 
f lowtime s )  on the simulation-regression procedures ,  and examining the 
effects of dif ferent ial machine loading ( for example , one machine may be 
used twice as much as other machine s ) . While numerous promising new 
directions based on this current research undoubtedly exist , they must 
be undertaken with a recognition of the needs and limitations of real­
world shops . 
Summary 
This current research has many direct implicat ions for the 
management of real-world shops . Meaningful improvements to existing 
methods have been proposed and demonst rated . Implementation, however, 
would require e fforts such as initial shop-specific simulation analyses 
and maintenance of global information necessary to opt ima l a llowance 
policies . Simulation methods such as employed in this research could 
prove useful to shop management in areas other than job scheduling . 
Numerous important areas for future research exist,  based on the 
results of this current research and other relatively recent studies .  
Examples o f  such areas are the applicat ion of recommended improvement s 
to real-world shops, further research into global allowance policies,  
operation preempt ion, and job expediting . 
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Appendix A 
Glossary of Variables and Acronyms 
The total allowance assigned to job i .  
The total allowance assigned to the kth operation of j ob i .  
The actual completion t ime o f  j ob i .  
An allowance policy that as signs a constant allowance to 
each j ob .  
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the job 
with the lowest j ob based critical ratio ( see page 1 6 ) . 
The due date assigned to job i .  
The due date assigned to the kth operation of job i .  
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the job 
with earliest due date . 
The early finish t ime of j ob i ( see page 5 8 ) . 
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the job 
that has the earliest pending operation due date . 
The total time a job spends in the shop ( flow time) . 
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the j ob 
with the earliest arrival at the shop . 
The global allowance policy recommended in this current 
research with aggregate variables and coefficients based on 
the sixth cycle of an iterative s L�ulation-regres sion 
procedure . 
The number of jobs in the queues of machines required by 
j ob i as of its arrival at the shop . 
The number of j obs in the shop as of the arriva l of j ob i 
at the shop . 
The observed lateness of j ob i ( see page 4 ) . 
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the j ob 
with the largest pending operation processing t ime . 
12 9 
MAL 
MINSLK 
MSL 
NOP 
OPCR 
OPNDD 
OPSLK 
OPSLK/P 
PPW 
r .  
l. 
RDM 
RMR 
S LACK 
The mean absolute lateness penalty measure ( see page 5 ) . 
The dispatching rule equivalent to SLACK . 
The mean squared lateness penalty measure ( see page 5 )  . 
The a l lowance policy that assigns an allowance to each j ob 
that is a multiple of the number of operations in the job . 
The dispatching rule that select s from the queue the j ob 
that has the sma llest pending operation critical ratio ( see 
page 1 7 ) . 
A dispatching rule that equivalent to EOPDD . 
The dispatching rule that select s from the queue the j ob 
that has the smallest pending operation slack ( see page 
1 6 )  . 
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the job 
that has the smallest ratio of pending operation slack to 
pending operation required process ing t ime . 
The actual processing t ime required by j ob i .  
The process ing time expected t o  be required by job i as of 
its arrival at the shop . 
The actual process ing time required by the kth operation of 
j ob i .  
The processing time expected t o  be required by the k
th 
operation of j ob i as of its arrival at the shop . 
The allowance policy that assigns a j ob al lowance equal to 
the total required process ing t ime plus a constant t imes 
the number of operat ions . 
The time that j ob i arrives at the shop . 
An allowance policy that assigns a random total allowance 
to each j ob as of its arrival at the shop . 
The global allowance policy recommended by Ragatz and 
Mabert consist ing of both aggregated and operation specific 
variables and coefficients determined from a regression 
analys is of the results of a single pilot s imulat ion . 
The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the j ob 
with the sma l lest s lack (t ime to due date less remaining 
required processing time) . 
1 3 0  
S /OPN The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the job 
that has the smallest ratio of slack to number of remaining 
operations . 
SPT The dispatching rule that selects from the queue the j ob 
that has the smallest pending operation required processing 
time . 
SQL 
TPT . 
� 
TWIQ . 
� 
TWISM . 
� 
T� 
VAA 
w .  
� 
w .  
� 
WIQ1 . 
� 
WIQ2 . 
� 
WIQ3 . � 
The semi-quadratic lateness penalty measure (see page 5 )  . 
The total processing time expected to be required by job i .  
The total expected required processing time of imminent 
operations in the queues of machines required by job i as 
of the arrival of j ob i at the shop . 
The total expected required processing time of pending but 
not imminent operations in the shop that require the 
machine s required by j ob i as of its arrival at the shop . 
The allowance policy that assigns an allowance equal to a 
multiple of the job ' s  expected total processing time . 
The variance penalty measure (see page 5 )  . 
The actual amount of time job i spends waiting in queues . 
The amount of time that j ob i i s  expected to spend waiting 
in queues as of its arrival at the shop . 
The total processing time of imminent operations in the 
queue of the machine required by the first operation of job 
i .  
The total processing time of imminent operations in the 
queue of the machine required by the second operation of 
j ob i .  
The total processing time of imminent operations in the 
queue of the machine required by the third operation of job 
i .  
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Appendix B 
Summa ry F l ow Logic of Ma in S imu l a t i on Program 
Determine t ime of next c r i t i c a l  event 
.---------.., ( either j ob a r rival or t a s k  comp l e t i o n ) ;  
set T to that t ime 
NO 
! Input t ime to next a rriva l ,  stat i s t ic s  of a r r iving j ob ;  
I comput e  g lobal s t a t i s t i c s ,  due dates , e t c ;  place j ob i n t o  shop and update shop status mat rices 
At e a c h  empty NO 
machine , select 1-----< 
j ob f r om queue 
Output j ob 
s t a t i s t i c s  f----< 
t o  d i s k  
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update s hop 
in queue 
of next t a s k ' s 
required machine 
Appendix B ( cont inued) 
Main S imulation Program Code 
Global Allowance Policy, EDD Dispatching Rule 
implicit integer ( a-y) 
c j obmat ( 1 1 0 , 6 5 )  is mat rix showing 65 items of jobs in shop 
c Item 1 :  Job t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 :  t tasks in job 
3 :  current task t 
4 - 9 : a rrival t ime of job at task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
1 0 - 1 5 : machine required by task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
1 6-2 1 :  expected processing t ime of task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
2 2 -2 7 : actual processing time of task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
2 8 - 33 : due date of task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
3 4 - 3 9 : actual completion date of task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
4 0 - 4 5 : t j obs in queue of machine required 
by task 1, 2, etc . as of j ob arrival 
at shop 
4 6 -5 1 :  total expected processing t ime of tasks in 
queue at machine required by task 1, 2, etc . 
as of job arrival at shop 
52-57 : t of tasks elsewhere in shop requiring machine 
required by task 1, 2 ,  etc . as of job arrival 
at shop 
5 8 - 6 3 : total expected processing t ime of tasks elsewhere 
in shop requiring machine required by task 1 ,  
2 ,  etc . a s  o f  j ob arriva l a t  shop 
6 4 :  t of tasks in shop as of j ob arrival at shop 
6 5 : total expected processing t ime of tasks in shop 
as of job arrival at shop 
c macmat ( 8 , 8 0 )  is mat rix of queues of machines 1 - 8  
c Item 1 :  t jobs at machine 
c 2 :  slot ( column) containing jobmat row number of 
c current job in progres s  at machine 
c 3 -8 0 : j obmat row numbers of jobs in queue 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
j obst . *  is file of data on the *th j obstream ( 2 1  items per j ob) 
Item 1 :  j ob t 
2 :  time to next job arrival 
3 :  t of tasks in this j ob 
4 - 9 : machine required by task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
1 0 -1 5 :  expected processing t ime of task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
1 6 -2 1 :  actual processing t ime of task 1 ,  2 ,  etc . 
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c 
c s imre s . a  is output f ile of 6 5  items on jobs 3 0 1 - 1 3 0 0  
c p load . d  is input f ile of snapshot of shop (preload) 
c zcoef f . d  is input f ile of coef ficients to use in a llowance equat ion 
c reginp . a  is output f ile containing items pert inent to regre ss ion 
c analysis of output 
c 
c 
dimens ion j obmat ( 1 1 0 , 6 5 ) , rnacmat ( 8 , 8 0 ) , numsum ( 8 ) , pt sum ( 8 )  
dimens ion twka ( 8 ) , twkq ( 8 ) , maxq ( 8 ) , zcoef ( 8 ) , reg ( 1 1 )  
open (unit = 9 ,  f i le= ' pload . d' ) 
open (unit=1 0 ,  f i le= ' j obst . O ' ) 
open ( unit= l l ,  f i le= ' simre s . a' ) 
open ( unit=12 , f i le=' zcoef f . d' )  
open (unit= 1 3 , file=' reginp . a ' ) 
c read a llowance equation coe f ficients 
do 8 6 4  i=1 , 8 
read ( l2 , 1 1 1 4 )  zcoef ( i )  
8 6 4  cont inue 
1 1 1 4  f o rmat ( f 1 0 . 6 ) 
c 
c 
c totfin : f of j obs in 3 0 1 - 1 3 0 0  window finished 
c tbeg : t ime that f i rst j ob in window finishes 
c maxj : maximum f of j obs in shop 
c jbsm, msum, empsum: summary variables to be used in further 
c calculations 
c 
c 
1 1 1 1  
1 1 12 
1 1 1 3  
9 0 0  
1 0 0 0  
tot f in=O 
tbeg=O 
max j = O  
jbsm=O 
rnsurn=O 
empsurn=O 
f o rmat ( lx , ' max queue ( ' , i 1 , ' )  was ' , i 3 )  
f o rmat ( / ' max shop load was ' , i3 , ' jobs ' ) 
f o rmat ( / 4 i 7 )  
format ( i 4 )  
f o rmat ( is )  
c pre load rnacmat, j obmat,  etc . 
do 5 0  i=1 , 8 
do 5 1  j=1 , 8 0  
read ( 9 , 1 0 0 0 )  rnacmat ( i , j )  
5 1  continue 
5 0  continue 
do 52 i=1 , 1 1 0  
d o  5 3  j=1 , 6 5  
read ( 9 , 1 0 0 0 )  j obmat ( i ,  j )  
5 3  continue 
52 conti nue 
read ( 9 , 1 0 0 0 )  t 
do 5 4  i=1 , 8  
rnaxq ( i )  =0 
1 3 4  
5 4  read ( 9 , 1 0 0 0 )  numsum ( i )  
do 5 5  i=1 , 8  
5 5  read ( 9 , 1 0 0 0 )  ptsum ( i )  
c read j ob * of f irst j ob in st ream and time to next arrival read ( l O , l O O O )  jobnum 
read ( 1 0 , 9 0 0 )  tnj 
n j arr=t+tnj  
c f ind t ime of next task completion 
9 9 9  ntskc= 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  
do 1 0 0  i=1 , 8 
if ( (macmat ( i , l )  . eq . O ) . or .  (macmat ( i , 2 )  . eq . O »  go t o  1 0 0  
j row = macmat ( i , macmat ( i , 2 »  
curtsk = j obmat ( j row, 3 )  
i f  ( jobmat ( j row, curt sk+3 3 )  . It . ntskc )  ntskc= j obmat ( j row, curt sk+3 3 )  
1 0 0  cont inue 
minev=nt s kc 
c f ind t ime of next critical event : min (next arr, next task comp) 
if ( n j a rr . lt . minev) minev=n jarr 
tdelt=minev-t 
c if not in 3 0 1 - 1 3 0 0  window, don ' t  augment summary statistics 
if (tbeg . eq . O ) go to 1 0 3  
snap=O 
macbus=O 
do 6 2 9  j j=1 , 8  
i f (macmat ( j j , l )  . gt . maxq ( j j »  maxq ( j j ) =macmat ( j j , l ) 
if (macmat ( j j , l ) . gt . O )  macbus=macbus+l 
6 2 9  snap=snap+macmat ( j j , l ) 
if ( snap . eq . O ) empsum=empsum+tdelt 
i f ( snap . gt . maxj ) maxj=snap 
msum=msum+tdelt *macbus 
jbsm= jbsm+tdelt *snap 
c update t ;  if no task comp at this time , branch to job arrival 
sect ion 
1 0 3  t=minev 
if ( nt skc . gt . t )  go to 7 6 0  
c next 2 0  lines of code adjusts shop for any tasks ending at this t ime 
do 7 5 0  i=1 , 8 
if ( (macmat ( i , 1 ) . eq . 0 ) . o r . (macmat ( i , 2 ) . eq . 0 »  go to 7 5 0  
j row=macmat ( i , macmat ( i , 2 »  
curtsk= j obmat ( j row, 3 )  
i f  ( jobmat ( j row, curt sk+3 3 )  . gt . t )  go t o  7 5 0  
macmat ( i , l ) =macmat ( i , l ) - l 
numsum ( i ) =numsum ( i ) -l 
pt sum ( i ) =ptsum ( i ) - j obmat ( j row, curtsk+ 1 5 )  
macmat ( i , macmat ( i , 2 » =0 
macmat ( i , 2 ) =0 
if ( j obmat ( j row, 2 )  . eq . curtsk)  go to 6 7 0  
ntask=curtsk+l 
j obmat ( j row, 3 ) =ntask 
j obmat ( j row, ntask+3 ) =t 
nmach=jobmat ( j row, ntask+ 9 )  
macmat ( nmach, l ) =macmat (nmach, 1 ) +1 
maccol=2 
6 3 0  maccol=maccol+l 
1 3 5  
if (macmat (nmach , macco l )  . gt . O )  go to 6 3 0  
macmat (nmach , macco l ) =j row 
go to 7 5 0  
c i f  completed j ob i s  not in window, skip output section 
6 7 0  i f  « j obmat ( j row, 1 )  . le .  3 0 0 )  . or .  ( j obmat ( j row, 1 )  . gt . 1 3 0 0 ) ) go t o  7 3 0  
i f  (tbeg . eq . O )  tbeg=t 
c next 1 6  lines outputs data on finished jobs to files 
t o t fin-totfin+1 
write ( 1 1 , 1 1 0 0 )  ( jobmat ( j row, i i ) , ii=1 , 6 5 )  
1 1 0 0  format ( i 4 , 2 i 2 , 6 i 6 , 6 i2 , 1 2 i3 , 1 2 i 6 , 6i3 , 6 i 5 , 6i 4 , 6i5 , i 4 , i 5 )  
d o  1 0 2 0  kk�1 , 8 
1 0 2 0  reg ( k k ) -O 
reg ( l ) -jobmat ( j row, jobmat ( j row, 2 ) + 3 3 ) - j obmat ( j row, 4 )  
do 1 0 2 1  kk=1 , jobmat ( j row, 2 )  
reg ( 2 ) -reg ( 2 ) + jobmat ( j row, kk+1 5 )  
reg ( 3 ) =reg ( 3 ) + jobmat ( j row, kk+4 5 )  
1 0 2 1  reg ( 4 ) =reg ( 4 )  + j obmat ( j row, kk+5 7 ) - j obmat ( j row, kk+ 4 5 )  
r e g  ( 5 )  = jobmat ( j row, 6 5 )  * jobmat ( j row, 2 )  
reg ( 6 ) =reg ( 2 ) * reg ( 2 )  
reg ( 7 ) =reg ( 3 ) * reg ( 3 )  
reg ( 8 ) =reg ( 4 ) * reg ( 4 )  
write ( 1 3 ,  3 5 7 9 )  ( reg ( k k ) , kk=1, 8 )  
3 5 7 9 f o rmat ( 8 i 7 )  
c zero s lots vacated by completed job; if a l l  1 0 0 0  jobs completed, go 
to summary output and end 
7 3 0  d o  1 0 1  ii=1 , 6 5  
1 0 1  j obmat ( j row, ii ) =O 
i f ( totfin . eq . 1 0 0 0 )  go to 2222 
7 5 0  continue 
c if no j ob a rrival at this time, skip to select section 
7 6 0  i f ( nj arr . gt . t )  go to 7 7 0  
c next 8 8  lines of code read new arrival characteristics, place job 
into shop, and update shop status 
j row=O 
2 1 0  j row=j row+1 
i f ( j obmat ( j row, l )  . gt . O ) go to 2 1 0  
j obmat ( j row, l ) = jobnum 
read ( 1 0 , 9 0 0 )  jobmat ( j row, 2 )  
nop=j obmat ( j row, 2 )  
do 8 0  i=l , nop 
8 0  read ( 1 0 , 9 0 0 )  j obmat ( j row, i + 9 )  
d o  8 1  i=1 , nop 
8 1  read ( 1 0 , 9 0 0 )  j obmat ( j row, i+15)  
do 82 i=l , nop 
j obmat ( j row, i+3 9 ) =macmat ( j obmat ( j row, i + 9 ) , 1 ) 
8 2  read ( 1 0 , 9 0 0 )  j obmat ( j row, i+2 1 )  
j obmat ( j row, 3 ) =1 
opsurn=O 
twksum=O 
read ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 0 )  jobnum 
read ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 0 )  tnj 
n j arr=t+tn j 
do 9 0  macrow=1 , 8  
numq=O 
1 3 6  
twka (macrow ) =O 
twkq (macrow) =0 
if (macmat (macrow, 1 )  . eq . O )  go to 8 9  
macco1=2 
1 1 1  macco1=macco1+1 
j i nbin=macmat (macrow , macco1 ) 
i f ( j inbin . eq . O )  go to 1 1 1  
numq=numq+1 
tem= j obmat ( j inbin, 3 )  
twkq (macrOw) =twkq(macrow) + j obmat ( j inbin , tem+ 1 5 )  
i f (numq . 1t . macmat (macrow, 1 »  g o  to 1 1 1  
if ( macmat (macrow, 2 )  . eq . O )  go to 8 9  
j inbin=macmat (macrow, macmat (macrow, 2 »  
tem=j obmat ( j inbin, 3 )  
if ( jobmat ( j inbin , tern+ 3 3 )  . eq . O )  go t o  1 1 7  
twka (macrow) =t - jobmat ( j inbin, tern+ 3 3 )  + j obrnat ( j inbin , tern +2 1 )  
1 1 7  ternp= j obrnat ( j inbin , tern+ 1 5 )  
if ( t wka (rnacrow) . gt . ternp) twka (rnacrow) =ternp 
twkq (macrow) =twkq (rnacrow ) -twka (rnacrow) 
8 9  opsum=opsum+numsum (rnacrow) 
twksum=twksum+ptsum (rnacrow) -twka (rnacrow) 
90 cont inue 
do 91 i=l , nop 
tem=j obmat ( j row, i+9 ) 
j obmat ( j row, i+4 5 ) =twkq ( tern) 
j obmat ( j row, i+5 1 ) =numsum (tern) 
91 j obmat ( j row, i+5 7 ) =ptsum (tern) -twka (tern) 
do 92 i=l , nop 
tem=j obmat ( j row, i+ 9 )  
numsum ( tem) =numsum (tem) +1 
ptsum ( tem) =ptsum (tem) + j obmat ( j row, i+1 5 )  
92 continue 
j obrnat ( j row , 6 4 ) =opsum 
jobmat ( j row, 6 5 ) =twksum 
c * � * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
c * 
c * 
c * 
due date setting goes here 
tpt=O 
twiq=O 
twism=O 
zt=t 
ztwis=j obmat ( j row, 6 5 )  
d o  9 4  i=l , nop 
ztwis i=ztwis * i 
* 
* 
* 
tpt=tpt + j obmat ( j row, i+1 5 )  
twiq=twiq+j obrnat ( j row, i+4 5 )  
twism=twism+j obmat ( j row, i+57 ) - j obmat ( j row, i+4 5 )  
ztpt=tpt 
ztwiq=twiq 
ztwisrn=twisrn 
z=zt+zcoe f ( 1 ) +zcoef ( 2 ) * ztpt+zcoef ( 6 ) * ztpt * ztpt 
z=z+zcoef ( 3 ) * ztwiq+zcoef ( 7 ) * ztwiq* ztwiq 
z=z+zcoef ( 4 ) * ztwism+zcoef ( 8 ) * ztwism* ztwisrn 
1 3 7  
jobmat ( j row, i+2 7 ) =z+zcoef ( 5 ) * ztwisi+ . 5  
if ( jobmat ( j row, i+2 7 )  . It .  (t +tpt ) ) j obmat ( j row, i+2 7 ) =tpt+t 
94 cont inue 
c * * 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
jobmat ( j row, 4 ) =t 
macrow=j obmat ( j row, 1 0 )  
macmat (macrow, l ) =macmat (macrow, 1 ) + 1  
maccol=2 
1 1 2  maccol=maccol+1 
if (macmat (macrow, maccol) . gt . O )  go to 112 
macmat (macrow, maccol ) = j row 
c poll machine s ;  where unoccupied, select next j ob from queue and 
intiate 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
c * 
c * 
se lect from queue goes here 
EDD 
* 
* 
c * * 
7 7 0  do 7 9 0  i=1 , 8 
if ( (macmat ( i , 2 )  . gt . O )  . or .  (macmat ( i ,  1 )  . eq . O ) ) go to 7 9 0  
tem= 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  
maccol=2 
numq=O 
7 9 5  macco l=maccol+1 
if (numq . ge . macmat ( i , l ) ) go to 7 8 9  
i f  (macmat ( i , maccol) . eq . O )  go t o  7 9 5 
numq=numq+1 
j row=macmat ( i , macco l )  
numtsk=j obmat ( j row, 2 )  
i f  ( j obmat ( j row, numtsk+2 7 )  . ge . tem) go t o  7 9 5  
tem=j obmat ( j row, numt sk+2 7 )  
macmat ( i , 2 ) =maccol 
go to 7 9 5  
7 8 9  new job=macmat ( i , macmat ( i , 2 ) ) 
curtsk=jobmat (newjob , 3 )  
j obmat ( newjob, curtsk+ 3 3 ) =t + j obmat (new job, curtsk+2 1 )  
7 9 0  cont inue 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
g o  t o  9 9 9  
2 2 2 2  do 6 1 8  i=1 , 8 
6 1 8  print 1 1 1 1 ,  i ,  maxq ( i )  
t imexp=t-tbeg 
print 1 1 1 2 ,  maxj 
print 1 1 1 3 ,  t imexp, msum, jbsm, jobnum 
stop 
end 
1 3 8  
Appendix C 
Fortran Code for Uniform 
Random Number Generator 
subroutine rndn (ix, iy, yfl ) 
ml 6 5 5 3 9  
m2 4 1 0 1  
m3 2 6 1  
iy ix*m3 
m4 m1 
if ( iy . lt . O )  m4 m2 
iy = iy*m4 
if ( iy . lt . O )  iy 
yfl iy 
iy + 2 1 4 7 4 8 3 6 4 7  + 1 
yfl yfl * . 4 65 6 6 13e-9 
ix = iy 
return 
Note : ix is integer seed . 
yfl is uniform random number � 0 but < 1 .  
1 3 9  
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
1 0 . 
1 1 .  
1 2 . 
1 3 .  
1 4 . 
1 5 .  
1 6 .  
1 7 . 
1 8 . 
1 9 .  
2 0 . 
2 1 .  
2 2 . 
2 3 . 
2 4 .  
2 5 . 
2 6 .  
Appendix D 
Independent Variables ' Presented to  
Phase 3 Evaluatory Stepwise 
Multiple Regression Procedure 
Mean Lateness 2 7 . OPSLK 
Job Stream 2 2 8 . OPCR 
Job Stream 3 2 9 .  Global*High 
Job Stream 4 30 . Global*Unknown 
Job Stream 5 3 1 . Global*SLACK 
Job Stream 6 32 . Globa l*CR 
Job Stream 7 33 . Global*EOPDD 
Job Stream 8 34 . Global *OPSLK 
Job Stream 9 3 5 .  Global*OPCR 
Job Stream 1 0  3 6 .  High*Unknown 
Job Stream 1 1  37 . High* SLACK 
Job Stream 12 3 8 . High *CR 
Job Stream 1 3  3 9 .  High*EOPDD 
Job Stream 1 4  4 0 . High*OPSLK 
Job Stream 1 5  4 1 . High*OPCR 
Job Stream 1 6  42 . Unknown *SLACK 
Job Stream 1 7  43 . Unknown *CR 
Job Stream 1 8  4 4 . Unknown *EOPDD 
Job Stream 1 9  4 5 .  Unknown *OPSLK 
Job Stream 2 0  4 6 . Unknown *OPCR 
Global 47 . Global*High*Unknown 
High ( 9 0 %  Utilization ) 
Unknown (Actual 
Processing Times ) 
SLACK 
CR 
EOPDD 
, All  variables except Mean Lateness are dummy variables . 
Base case is EDD, Local ,  7 5 %  Utilization , Job Stream 1 ,  
and Known Actual Processing Times . 
1 4 0  
Appendix E 
Addit ional Tables 
1 4 1  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Cyc le 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
1 0  
Table E . 1  
Pena lty Comparisons Between Cycles Under EDD 
Global Allowance pol icy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Ut ilization, Known Actual Processing Times)  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
1 1 4 9  2 J • , 6 , • , 1 0  1 1 1 4 9  2 J • 
8 9 4  J • , 6 , • , 1 0 2 9 0 4  3 • 
8 4 9  • , 6 , • , 1 0  3 8 8 0  • 
8 0 6  6 , • , 1 0 4 8 4 5  
7 8 6  6 , • , 1 0 5 7 9 5  
7 5 0  6 7 5 3  
7 4 4  7 7 5 5  
7 2 4  8 7 5 9  
6 9 5  9 7 0 3  
7 5 3  1 0  7 5 7  
Median Median 
� 
Cyc le 
� 
2 4 . 5  2 3 • , 6 , • , 1 0  1 5 4 2  
3 • , 6 , • , 1 0  2 4 8 7  3 • 2 1 . 5  
2 0 . 7  • , 6 , • , 1 0  3 3 6 6  
2 0 . 3  6 , • , 1 0 4 462  
2 0 . 2  6 , • , 5 4 7 2  
1 9 . 4  6 333  
1 9 . 4  7 4 1 0  
1 9 . 2  B 4 3 5  
1 B . 8  9 362  
1 9 . 6  1 0  4 2 5  
142  
, 
6 , • , 1 0 
, 
6 , • , 1 0 
, 6 , • , 1 0  
6 , 
6 , 
6 , 
6 , 
6 , 
6 , 
6 , 
Cyc le 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Cyc le 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Table E . 2  
Pena lty Comparisons Between Cycles Under SLACK 
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Utilizat ion, Known Actual Proces sing Time s )  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
1 0 0 6  2 3 · , • 7 • , 1 0  1 1 0 7 9 2 3 • 
7 6 1  3 • , • 7 • , 1 0  2 7 7 3  3 • 
7 1 5  · , • 7 · , 1 0  3 7 1 7  · 
6 8 4  , • 7 • , 1 0  4 7 0 6  
6 3 0  5 6 7 4  
6 2 5  6 6 5 6  
6 3 3  7 672 
6 1 7  8 6 5 6  
5 9 0  9 6 3 2  
5 9 1  1 0  6 7 5  
Median Median 
� 
Cyc le 
� 
2 4 . 1  2 3 • , • 7 • , 1 0 1 3 5 2  
1 9 . 8  3 • , • 
7 • , 1 0  2 3 4 4  
1 9 . 6  • , • 3 3 7 1  
1 9 . 4  4 4 0 1  
1 9 . 2  5 4 1 4  
1 9 . 0  6 4 0 4  
7 4 3 7  2 3 • 1 9 . 1  
1 8 . 9  8 4 1 1  
1 9 . 2  9 4 1 4  
, • 7 • , 1 0  4 63 2 3 • 1 9 . 7  
1 4 3  
, • 7 • , 1 0  
, • 7 • , 1 0  
, • 7 • , 
, 
• • , 
• , 
, • 
, 
• 7 • , 
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Table E . 3  
Penalty Comparisons Between Cycles Under CR 
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 90 %  Ut ilization, Known Actual Processing Times)  
Median Median 
VAR Cycle 
� 
7 52 2 3 • , • 1 -. • 1 • 1 7 92 2 3 • 
5 5 5  3 • , • 1 • • , .  2 6 0 3  3 • 
4 62 • , • 1 • • , . 3 4 8 3  • 
4 1 2  , • 1 • • 4 4 1 4  
3 8 7  1 • • 5 3 8 7  
3 9 2  1 • • 6 3 9 4  
3 8 5  7 3 9 8  
3 6 3  8 3 6 6  
3 7 1  9 3 7 9  
3 7 4  1 0  3 7 8  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
1 7 . 9  2 3 • , • 1 • • 1 • 1 3 0 5  
• 
1 5 . 9  3 • , • 1 • • 1 • 2 2 1 2  
1 4 . 4  • , • 1 • • 1 .  3 2 0 7  
1 3 . 8  , • 1 • • , .  4 2 2 1  
1 3 . 4  5 2 0 0  
1 3 . 5  6 2 1 7  
1 3 . 3  7 2 1 2  
1 3 . 4  8 2 2 3  
9 2 3 6  1 3 . 2  
1 0  2 42 • 1 3 . 4  
1 4 4  
, • 1 • • , . 
, • 1 • • , .  
, 
• 1 • • 1 • 
, • 1 • • I .  
• • 
, • 1 
, 
• 1 
, • 1 
, 
• 1 
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Table E . 4  
Penalty Comparisons Between Cycles Under EOPDD 
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Ut ili zation, Known Actual Process ing Time s )  
Median Median 
VAR Cycle 
� 
1 0 0 1  2 3 • S • , • • 1 0  1 1 1 5 8  2 3 • 
7 5 0  3 • S • , • • 1 0 2 8 5 1  3 • 
6 1 6  • s • , • • 1 0  3 6 4 8  • 
5 5 6  s • , • • 1 0 4 5 8 6  
5 0 9  , • • 1 0  5 5 2 1  
4 8 4  6 512  
4 8 9  7 5 0 4  
4 9 7  • 1 0  8 5 1 3  
4 8 6  9 4 9 0  
4 97 • , 1 0  5 0 7  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
2 4 . 5  2 3 • S • , • • 1 0 1 3 0 8  
2 3 • 
3 • S • , • • 1 0 2 2 4 3  • 2 0 . 5  
• s • , • • 1 0 3 227  • 1 7 . 6  
1 6 . 8  s • , • • 1 0  4 2 0 3  
1 6 . 2  , • • 
1 0  5 2 1 5  
1 6 . 1  • 
1 0 6 1 9 1  
1 6 . 0  7 197  
1 6 . 2  8 1 9 8  
1 5 . 7  9 2 1 5  
1 5 . 9  1 0  2 1 3  
S • , • • 1 0  
S • , • • 1 0  
s • , • • 1 0  
s • , • • 1 0  
, • • 1 0  
• 1 0 
• 1 0  
S • , • • 1 0 
s • , • • 1 0  
s • , • • 1 0 
• , • 
• , 
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Table E . 5  
Penalty Comparisons Between Cycles Under OPSLK 
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 9 0 %  Utilization, Known Actual Processing Time s )  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
1 0 1 6  2 ) • , • , 8 • 1 0  1 1 1 3 8  2 ) • 
732  ) • , • , 8 • 1 0  2 8 5 8  ) • 
5 7 6  • , • , 8 • 1 0  3 5 9 6  • 
522  • 1 0 4 537 
5 4 4  • , 5 5 4 5  
5 0 2  6 507  
5 2 3  • 1 0 7 525 
524 • 1 0  8 533  
5 1 7  1 0 9 5 2 8  
5 1 4  1 0  5 1 4  
Median Median 
� 
Cycle 
� 
2 4 . 7  2 ) • s • , 8 • 1 0  1 3 9 6  
2 ) • 
2 1 . 0  ) • , • , 8 • 1 0  2 2 3 6  
17 . 5  • , • , 8 • 1 0 3 2 7 7  
1 6 . 6  , • , 8 • 1 0 4 2 3 6  
1 6 . 1  5 2 5 3  
1 6 . 2  6 2 57 
1 6 . 3  7 2 6 9  
1 6 . 3  8 2 1 6  
1 6 . 4  , 8 9 2 1 6  
1 6 . 4  • 
, 8 1 0  2 6 0  
1 4 6  
, • , 8 • 1 0  
, 
• , 8 • 1 0  
, 
• , 8 • 1 0  
• , 8 • 1 0  
• , 
1 0  
• 1 0  
• , 1 0  
, 
• , 8 • 1 0 
, 8 1 0  
, 
• 1 0 
, 
• 8 • 
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Cycle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
Table E . 6  
Penalty Comparisons Between Cycles Under OPCR 
Global Allowance Policy Forms 
( 90 %  Utili zation, Known Actual Processing Time s )  
Median Median 
----Yl'£.... 
Cycle 
� 
8 9 7 2 3 • 5 • 1 • • , .  1 952 2 3 • 
727  3 • 5 • 1 • • , . 2 7 4 1  3 • 
5 9 9  • 5 • 1 • • 1 • 3 612 4 
5 4 9  5 • 1 • • , .  4 554  
5 1 0  • 1 8 • , . 5 5 1 4  
4 8 0  • 1 • 6 4 8 6  
4 7 1  7 4 7 4  
4 8 8  8 4 8 9  
4 6 3  9 4 6 7  
4 6 6  1 0  467  
Median Median 
� 
Cyc le 
� 
1 9 . 8  2 3 • 5 • 1 • • 1 • 1 3 1 4  
2 3 • 
3 4 5 • 1 • • 1 • 2 2 9 1  3 4 1 7 . 1  
• 5 • 1 • • 1 .  3 2 8 4  4 1 6 . 2  
1 5 . 6  5 • 1 • • , .  4 2 4 9  
1 4 . 9  • 1 • • 
1 .  5 2 3 5  
1 4 . 7  8 • 1 • 6 2 2 4  
1 4 . 8  • 
• 7 227  
1 4 . 6  8 2 3 4  
1 4 . 4  9 2 0 9  
1 4 . 5  1 0  2 1 9  
147  
5 • 1 8 • , . 
5 • 1 • • 1 • 
5 • 1 • • , . 
5 • 1 • • 1 • 
• 1 • • , . 
• 1 • 
5 • 1 8 • , . 
5 • 1 • • , . 
5 • 1 • • 1 • 
• 1 • • , . 
• 1 • • , .  
• , . 
• , . 
Vita 
1 4 8  
